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FOREWORD 
In accordance with established national goals, the Department of Interior (DO11 
and the National Asnwlautics and Space Administration (NASA) mhrwl in&? m agree- 
ment in January 1975 for joint participation in a program of "Advancad b r a 1  
Extraction Technology. " It was etated that coal mining w a s  to be the &at priority 
of these efforts. In October 1977, the management of this program w a s  transferred 
from the DO1 , Bureau of Mines, to the newly created Department of Energy (DOE). 
Under this program, NASA has utiliaed its capabilitiss and technology resulting from 
the space program to support the advancement of coal mining extraction technology. 
The work performed by NASA's George C. Marshall Si#ce Ffight Cent& w u  focused 
upon research and development of guidance and control systems for automation of the 
lonpall mining process. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
--- 
IJnder the terms of the agreement with the Depertment of Energy (DOE), this 
finnl summary report of the work accomplished in defining and developing the tech 
niques ar.d equipment necessary to automate a longwall shearer is submitted by the 
Nationul Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). In presenting the prwblem 
to NASA, it was anticipated by DOE that the technology arising from the Space pro- 
grams could be adopted to the general problem of automatkn. 
Initial review of longwall shearer automation by NASA, led to a definition of 
the problem as one of guidance and control in the classic planes of reference: pitch, 
yaw , nr~d roll. Additionally, some reference, characteristic of longwall faces, would 
have to be identified before a guidance and control system could be designed. These 
considorations led to prioritization o f t  he task into-'two p r i d p d  d i i - ~ ;  first, iden- 
tify a reference with appropriate inetrtunents and, a.cond, define a system for guidance 
nnd control. The first task resulted in identifying the coal/shale interface as the 
reference and the investigation of fifteen (15) instruments thought to be potentially 
c~yable of sensing the interface. From these investigations, two (2) instruments 
were chosen as the ,nost promising, the Natural Background Sensor and the Sensitized 
Pick. Field testing in coal mines demonstrated their capability to satisfactorily per- 
form the task. 
IIaving defined the reference and instruments to sense the reference, the p;:'liid- 
tmce and control system definition was then specified as consisting of a Vertical 
Control System (pitch) and n Face Alignment Measuring System (yaw and roll). Vari- 
ations of the general system were then defined to accommodate a "building block" 
approach to full automation that would allow an orderly testing and problem solving 
activity to proceed with mineral risk and resource commitment. Emphasizing the 
vertical control, the area in which coal mine operators had indicated as the one of 
most interest to them, aboveground testing began at Bruceton's Mock Longwall 
Facility. The "breadboard" system was successfully demonstrated in 1978. A con- 
tract was subsequently negotiated with Foster-Miller  associate^ of Waltham, Massu- 
chusetts , to convert the "breadboard" system into an experimental "mine-hardened" 
assembly and test it on an operating longwall shearer. Problems were encountered 
that delayed the demonstration of the sit u tests ; however, the assembly was success - 
fully tested at the Bruceton facility. 
The Face Alignment System was also successfully demonstrated in a "bread - 
boardtf configuration and in a mine-hardened cor.figuratbn &*ed by the Benton 
Corporation. Again problems of finding a suitable ma1 mine for tertlng delayed in 
situ testing. 
b Ilowever . NASA has succeeded in specifying solutions to the problem of auto- 
mating a lon gw all shearer, successfully demonstrated t ,'lose eolutdone b)i above - 
ground testing, and produced mine certiiled hardware thrt wUI ultimWAy had 
to an automatic longwall shearer system. 
Details of the technical development are contained in documents cited in thc 
list of references at the end of this report. 
' 2 . 0  AUTOMATIC VERTICAL GUIDANCE AND CONTROL 
--- - -- 
111 view of ?he udvances made by NASA in space program developn~entu, thc 
I fcp:irtwent of Interior requested assistance in ?opt ing  suitable technologicnl 
advnnccs to problems being encountered in underground coal mining. A series of 
bilnteriil discussions ensued during which it was mutually determined that an ~ u t o -  
m~tic  control system for the longwall shearer would be the most promising aren in 
wliiclr NASA could work. A cooperative agreement was then signed and MSFC 
~r:,signed the task by N A S A  Headquarters. The development of a Face Alibmrrrent 
and i t  Vertical Guidance and Control System was the result. The justification for 
wmting to automate certain functions was that, in nearly all mses where automntic 
control has becn introduced, it has proven t~ be an asset. The first problem inves- 
tlrrated was: What system or subsystem best lent itself to automation? After stuciy , 
thc coal-winning aspect of the longwali shearer was chosen. The primary reatlor1 for 
this choice was that the two basic operations involved, horizon control and face 
alignn~ent, were repetitive actions played out in the same context each time. 
Increased efficiency in either operation would result in valuable returns in terms of 
increased health and safety, less contamination of the coal with non-c-al, and 
increased productivity. However, it was recognized at the time, and has since 
remained R n  invariable constraint, that the use of automatic control had tc~ be em- 
nomically and operationally feasible. With either of these constraint s relnxed , or 
elimindted, the way was open to develop an automated system which would probribly 
have little attraction for any prospective user. 
After the identification of the areas in which automatic control would be intro- 
duced. the following questions, whose answers were deemed essential to the solution 
of the automation problem, were asked: What measurements are needed? Iiow CHII 
thcy be made? How will  they be used? These questions are not independent. For 
cxan~ple, what measurements are needed depends on the control scheme adopted. 
Without recounting the numerous approaches that were examined and discarded , it io 
sufficient to say that it was decided that the interface of the coal and non-cod would 
be the spatial reference with respect to wnich all control would be made; and this is 
the reference surface to be used regardless of whether coal is to be taken up to the 
rock or u certain amount of coal is  to be left. With this decision made, it then 
became a question of how rock presence would be determined and how cwal depth 
would be measured, i . e , ,  a search for sensors. Concomitantly, control schemes were 
being examined to determine whet other guidance information would be required in 
addition to rock presence and cosl depth, e.g., arm elevation and downface distance. 
The evolution of the automatic c ~ i ~ t m l  system did not proceed with isolated investiga- 
tions of this or that sensor, but rather with the recognition that guidance tlnd 
control were not done separately; the needs of one has a direct bearing on the per- 
formance of the other. In this way, the development of the hnrdwnrc and the control 
RI writ  hms proceeded jointly and dependently. 
During the course of the work, it was recognized that there were some longwull 
focc.s where automatic control would probably not have an application; or  if it did 
upply, that the environment would require an effort out of proportion with the 
expected gains. These instances were recognized, and our efforts were directed to 
those mnnv instances where automation WRS clearly applicable. 
At the outset of this program, it was agreed that the search for sensors and 
c!onti*vl ~chcmes would be exhaustive, and that any reasonable principle would be 
itlvcsii~rrlted. A gliulce at the types of senEors investigtttcd will irldicatc tllc rurigc: of 
pr-irlciples timt have been investigated. 
The mme approach was used in the inveetietion of methods of measuring the 
curvature of the face and determining the lacatkwa of the endpoints, The latter tnsk 
io not difficult because of the presence of spadn !n the entry. The deterndnntion of 
the trajectory of the shearer was, in a sense, I lade more difficult because there nro 
ri number of ways it could, in theory, be deter~ilitred, All of t h e ~ e  approactic~ wore 
viewed from the standpoint of cost, ease of ups, and simplicity. 
It is assumed that the basic operation of a double-drum longwall shearer is 
well- known. The aspect of intenest here is that the s h e e r  executes consecutive 
cutting passes along the face, staying within the coal seam, if possible, but cutting 
into the bordering rock if required for reaeons of headroom, etc. In this program, 
it was nlwnys assumed that coal was to be taken up to the coallehale interface or up 
to some prescribed distance (within the coal) fmm this interface. No provision wile 
ninde, nor was one required, to provide vertical guidance w d  control of the d r u m  
when the aim was to take a prescribed amount of rock with the coal. Rather. the 
study centered mound that majority of case8 where deliberate, continuous taking of 
rock is not required, and where conditions are relatively benign, e. g. , no abnor~nnl 
protrusions of rock into the seam, no wildly varying interface undulations, etc. 
'l'iie problem facing the drum operator is that,  if he is attempting to take coal 
up tr; the interface, there is no way he can know where the interface is until he has 
encountered it. If the operator wants to cut to the interface, he generally depends 
on observing the cut directly behind the roof drum for evidence that he has cut to 
the roof; or if visibility is palm, he can rely on the presence of sparks, or (1 change 
in ~coustic cwntent. In some mines, there will be a murker (e.g. , dirt band) lying 
,vithin the coal seam which tends to lie a constant distance from the interface. I f '  
this b ~ n d  exists, and permits, it can provide the operator with a visual reference 
wit11 respect to whicli he can displace the drum and have a reasonable hope that he 
is cutting along or near the interface. None of these techniques in either c;~sc ilrc 
very reliable. What is needed are sensors which can, with a high probability. 
indicnte the location of the interface, whether coal is to be taken to the interfucc or 
(I prescribed amount is to be left. This culls for the development of two different 
types of sensors: one type to determine the presence of rock, the other type to 
metlsure a thickness of coal. These sensors me discussed later, in more detail, in 
this report. 
Supposing that sensors to measure coal depth or rock presence are available, 
how ctin they be used in a guidance scheme: and what will the guidance scheme 
(or schemes) be? The possible number of locations that are available and user111 is 
extremely small, No sensor has been devised that can give definite informati011 about 
the locution of the irlterface where the drum has not cut. Then, we are left only 
with the information that is available where the drum has cut;  and it is within this 
context that satisfactory guidance and control must be done. 
Investigcition has shown that a reasonable means of detecting an encountc~. ol' 
thc cutting druni with rock exists; this c w  be done with a seneitized pick. 111 ttds 
case. this knowledge is gained almost as soon ae the encounter is taking place. But, 
thin is the only instaricc where the desired information is obtained in a timely fasliion. 
All nttcmpts to devise u technique where coal depth is measured at the druni (or 
even in front of i t)  have been unsuccessful; and, as  a result, only the thickness of 
ma1 at some distance from the drum can be measured. These measurements cnn be 
made behind the drum on the current pass and usv4  then to control the drum, or 
mutrsurements of the coal thickness on the preceding pass can be retrieved from 
computer ~ncmory tind ueed in ,ontrolling t b  drum's elevation. 

The amount that the drum is moved can be proportional to its error in psition, 
but with im upprc iirnit on the maximum excursion for one conrmand. This is done 
to avoid severe changes in the cut surface of the roof. If the change is too abrupt, 
it may nmke the placement of the chock canopy more difficult. Additionally, the 
control al@rithms incorporate a deadband so that if the position error of the drum 
does not exceed a pre-set amount, no command is given to the drum. This avoids 
needless heating (with possible overheating) of the drtun actuator's hydraulic fluids. 
A deadband is also required because of the inevitable fluctuatio:.~ in measured 
quaatities . e. g. , the determination of coal depth using the NBS . Because disintegra- 
tion of nuclei is random, the counts of the by-products fluctuate from one sample to 
the next. In this case, however, they follow a Pdsson distribution. 
Thus far, the discussi;*n has ~entioned only guidance and control of the rodf 
drum using coal depth measurements from somewhere behind the drum ; and it has 
been appreciated that the greater the distance the sensor lags behind the drum, the 
worse the drum control will be. A significant improvement c8n be made if the 
measurements made by the NBS are stored on one pass and used for control of the 
drur.1 on the next pass (of course, the NBS operating and having its measurements 
stored on every pass). Under the scheme, it is clear that there is no correlation 
between drum elevation and the surface of the last pas. cut coal. But the depth of 
coal adjacent to the drum is known because it  has been stored, and all that is needed 
is to know the elevstion of the drum relative to the adjacent cut surface, This can 
be done using, e.g., an acoustic distance measuring unit. The advantage in using 
stored data is that ti depth of coal is known which is relatively close to the drum. in 
fact, a drum width away. The disadvantage is that it must be stored as a fmction 
of downface distance. 
N o  mention has been made of how the floor drum is to be controlled. Briefly, 
no reasonable way has been found to measure the depth of coal remaining on the 
floor after the floor drum has passed. There is too much debris of variable composi- 
'.ion. compaction, and thickness to allow successful use of a natural background 
sensor. If a sensitized pick is to be used, it is doubtful whether a signal could be 
successfully transmitted through this debris from this pick. assuming there is 
sv;ficient difference between the floor clay and the coal for discrimination. 
A study was made of the geometry of the interface between coal and the roof 
~ u i d  floor. The most important findings were: (1) the floor and roof are generally 
partlllel . ( 2 )  they generally undulate in unison. and (3) these undulations are not so 
severe that they preclude the use of automatic controi. With this information, it 
then becbme possible to consider slaving the floor drum to a constant distance from 
the roof. This has been done in one of two ways. One way -- the most direct - is 
to mount a distance-measuring sensor (e. g. , acoustic) on the arm of the floor drum. 
have it looking up at the fresh-cut roof, and &urn th distsnoe from it to the 
roof. It is then a simple matter to compare the reading with the desired distance and 
use the difference as the error signal. 
Another waq that slaving has been done is to measure (via arm potentiometers) 
the  elevation of the roof drum as the s h e e r  trams, and to store them measurements 
for each corresponding downface distance. When the floor drum occupies a  give^^ 
clownface location. calzulate, by simple trigonometry, the floor drum's elevation 
x-equired to give the set distance from the mf surface. Both of these techniques 
have been successfdly used on the Bruceton mock longwall face using the Joy 
shearer. A disadvantage of the geometric slaving is  that it requires the use - f a 
downfact. dictance sensor and temporary storage of elevations. An advan~age is that 
equipment. such as the acoustic unit, is  less likely to be damaged. 
111 the fully automated system, using the compo~ents which have been described, 
a11 control commards are done by a computer. All sensor outputs are routed to thc 
computer to be used in the control algorithms, the output of which is sent to the 
ranging arm valves, which then cause the arm to be raised or lowered. The Joy 
machine at Bruceton, Pennsylvania, has been completely automated in this sense, and 
has been run successfully. Figure 2-2 shows the maximum tquipalent that ti shearer 
having a fully automated vertical contlvl system (VCS) would carry. I t  is not 
necessary that all parts shown be installed, because the system allows use of sub- 
systcnis. Suppose for a particular mine that only the floor cut is presenting a prob- 
leq. ?'hen an active sensor, such as an acoustic sensor, could be used in conjunc- 
tion with the computer. Or, if coal is to be left on the roof, a subsystem using the 
N IIS , p~~ese~i t -cut  serlror , roof arm potentiometer, and computer can be used. Notice 
that in c:ich instance a computer is used. At the present time, only the NBS and its 
display i s  capable of standing alone, i.e. . not requiring a separate computer. It is 
no problem to design a display for the present-cut distance, except that MSHA 
approval nlust be obtained. 
In view of the possibility that subsystems car be nsed, and considering the 
restraint that interference with the normal e per at ion of the shearer on the face must 
be kept to a minimum during installation and use of the VCS,  the possibility of oon- 
trolling the drums, using t hc present humen operators, has been examined. This is 
the "man-in-the-loop" (ML) concept which uses the operator, who observes the 
command issued bv the computer, tc? manually control the drum. This approach uses 
the man on the face (who will probavly be present, anyhow) and greatly lessens the 
amount of interfzcing with the shearer; e.g.,  it is not necessary to break illto the 
s!iearer's control valves. Using the amve example o' cont~vlling the roof dru111 using 
an NBS , arm pot and present -cut distance sensor, the ML concept requires that the 
outputs of these sensors be sent to a computer which, after operations on the dat t~,  
displays a signal to the operator to go up, down, or leave the drum where it is. 
Recause the computer designed for the automated shearer is relatively large, md 
certainly larger than req-$red for an ML operation. attention was turned to the use of 
a srnnllerm package. 
11s mentioned earlier, it i s  not necessary that commands be given to the drum 
at a high rate. Observation shows that operators issue commands sparingly because 
the interface geometries are relatively benign. This fact lessens the demand for n 
high-speed computer, and suggests the possible use of a small (hand-held ) pro- 
grarnniable computer. 
This has led to the development of a displaylprocessor (D IP) , which consists 
of a Hewlett -Packard 41Cv computer. a Hewlett-Packard miniature micro-cassette tape 
recorder, * an Intel 8085 microprocessor housed in an explosion -proof box measuring 
10- 118 in. by 7-118 in. by 7-118 in. One face of the box contains a window through 
which the display-lighted colored bulbs can be observed. I+.j small size allows it to 
be mol~nted easily on the shearer, taking up very little room. Since it is battery- 
powered, there is no need to tie into the shearer's power. 
Tests at the Mock Long~all  faciiity using the Joy shearer have been done using 
the I?/P* with extremely satisfactory results. A command signal to the operator every 
(i or 7 sccl was more t i i ~ n  adequute for satisfactory con'.rol of the drum. 
-. - -- - ---- 
* 'l'hc recordel- allows the DIP to be used as a data logger to monitor methane, air- 
fltrw rutc. ~niiterinl flow rate, off-on stctus of motors, etc. The computer can then 
~it::llyzc the deta on the tape and print it on a companion printer. See Appendix. 
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Figure 2-2.  Vertical control system -- primary components. 
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3.1 Coc.11 Interface Sensors 
Identification and development of viable sensors which would detect thc intcr- 
fttccl t)c?twt?en the coal and rock at tile s e a m  boundaries was an obvious necessity for 
: t ~ y  systen~ desiglled to control coal cutting. Therefore, this effort wtas given first 
priority in the development program. Many sensing concept P , encompassing almost 
a': o f  thc known physical prir~ciples, were selected for investigation. A s  shown in 
T:il,le 3- 1. Group I shows those concepts finally selected for experimental develop- 
lnent :Inti in-mine test. Group I1 is those concepts which showed considerable promise 
but wcrc- r~ot chosen for the system for various reasons, such as limited yerforn:ance, 
pr:~ctic;~l considerations r e l ~ . ~ n g  to design, cost, mine use, etc. , or extent of further 
developalent required to achieve an acceptable sensor (cost, time, development risk, 
etc. ). Group I11 i s  those concepts eliminated early in the investigations because they 
were shown not to be technically feasible. 
Results of the sensor investigations and development are sunln~arized in t h e  
re~iinindcr of this section. 
3 . i . l  Ntiturlll -. Background Sensor (NBS) 
It has been known for several years that shale and other rocks con t~ in  rudio- 
i~clive isotopes. generally potassium and uranium. For somewhat longer, it h ~ s  been 
ktlowi~ that the flm of emissions, in this case gamma rtiys, is prcdictably attenuaied 
by coill. This situation is  illustrated by the shale lying above or beneath the cod 
se:lnl. 13y counting the nu~nber of events per unit time that a scintillation counter 
receives when it is placed near a layer of coal which is backed by shale, and using 
a c~liL>ration tablc or curve, n very good estimate can be made of the thickness of 
the interposed coal. 
Scveral models of the NBS were developed. Differing mostly in geometry, all 
utilized the basic components of a sodium iodide crystal and a p3otomuitiplier tube 
plus various displays. The final model used in the undervound test program con- 
sisted of R 4 by 8 in. crystal with a thick lead shield surrounding the crystal but 
leaving a small surfaoe exposed. Figure 3-1 illuetratas the basic dedgn configuration 
of the NBS ; Figure 3- 2 shows the effect of collimation on the field-of-view . A s  the  
distance of the NBS from the roof increases, the length of the collimator must be 
i~creased to maintain the same viewing field. The photograph (Fig. 3-3) shows the 
4 by in. model in test on the MSFC laboratory simulator. Some of the considern- 
Lions aff'ccting the NBS design and operation are discussed in the fol;owing 
parrtgrrrphs. 
Generally, the acuuracy achievable with an NBS is proportional to the length of 
time that counts are made. If t b  aounting time i s  inureased K-fold, then th4 standard 
deviation of the spread of the measurement is decreased by the factor I l v K  For 
exumplc , if a given counting time i s  quadrupled, the standard deviation is decrbeased 
I-y ttlc fnctor 1,'dl-z 112 . This inevitable sprebd results from the fact that the dis- 
intcpiition process is n random one; and the distribution of the counts reault from 
ttus. not tlnrr~ any Inaccuracies in counting. The distribution of the counts follows 
the Poisson distribution, m~king cdculationu simple since the standard deviation is 
the squure root of the mean. 
TABLE 3- 1. COAL INTERFACE SENSOR CONCEPTS 
(:mtip 
I 
I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
11 
I1 
I 1  
I I 
I I 
I I 
J I l 
111 
11 1 
111 
Tmhniquc! 
uaturt~l ll~rckyn~untl Httdintiun 
Sen~itimd Pick 
Nucleonic 
lilwtror~ctgnetic (Rndur) 
Mugnetic Spin Heso~lt~nce 
Acoustic~s 
llydraulic Drill 
Hcflatomrtc!r 
I'cr~ct ron~cter (I n~ptrct )
I'c;:c!rr)nlcters (Sltw i~ncl [)rill) 
Vibrc~tion Sensor 
Klwt ria11 (::~j)t~c-it:~ncr 
Electric111 Conduct ttnce 
Infrnrd 
l'hcrmc~lly Senxitizcd I'ick 
* . . . - -  -.---..-.-.- .-. 
Memuring Prtnciplo 
k~uurea thtr t~atutul rndktbn flux wnanetbg from RII I I I~* .  (:ouI 
thicknesv determined by attenurtkn of tlte rnditltlon. 
Generic term for a sendtive element h a t e d  on the cuttincr 
drum. Typically located on un instrumented pick: rock 
encountered is signaled by a lnrger force or change in 
vibration cheracterirtics of the pick (as mamured by str&in 
or piemelectric element 1. 
Detection of the difference in response of coal and nonrwnl to 
n radiatior~ murce. Difference in Lockscatter r~diutior~ rlntectcd 
by the ~wc ive r  indicated depth of coal. 
Dettction of the boundary of coal and non-coal, ma kin^ usc! of 
an electmmagnetic receiver and transmitter. Continuous wave, 
mnopulae, or sweep signals are braadcast at the mof nnd 
reflect information gathered at the receiver. 
Depends upon the presence of free ehftrons in ceal but not 
in shale. Interacting an RF and magnetic fleld to each other. 
At t 11e shalefc.rr1 interface, the sip11 amplitude drops : this 
is used as the i n t e r f~ l e  locator. 
The measurement is based upon detecting the reflecliol~ of 
un ultrasonic echo from the coallshale bo~ndury. 
Based upn the water jet cutting through coal but not mof 
rock. Coal thicknew determined b y  mechmicnlly rueosuring 
depth to cut. 
Detection of n ma1 oc non-ma1 surfam, udnq a light 
sensitive detector to menmure differences it\ surfncc 
reflectivity. 
C'st? of an instrumented penetrometer whose nccclerrtior~ 
profile indicates coal or non-con1 encountered as it 
pnetrntes. 
I1se of mecllanicnl means to p3nctrate cot11 to the interface. 
Change irl nlotor currentlrym or vibration indicates when 
interfttce is mnched and the depth of the coal. 
Identifies con1 or shale material by :,:rasuring the vibratic~ll 
of the drums rls they are cuttinc. (Sensor is mounted on 
shenrer's urms . ) 
kiased upon tha principle that -1 is u mixture of dielectric 
materials. 
Based upon thc electrical conduatnnce of cod and pos~ihic! 
changes in canductnnce properties arising f'mm layered cl~urac 
teristics of coal seams. 
Posxjble differences in infrared rudicction cliuracteri~tlcs of 
am1 and shale. 
Pwsible existence of thermal wnrlient when cutting m:ll utl~l 
shale. 
4 
Figure 3-1 
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. Natural Background Sensor (NBS) 4 by 8 sensor package. 
Figure 3-2, View angle - Natural Background Sensor. 

Radiation originating in the shale is attenuated by the intervening layer of coal 
in u predictable manner, which can be characterized mathematically as follows : 
where 
33 ; the measured background radiation (in counts per unit of time) 
n - rtidiation of bare shale (counts per unit of time) 
b = absorption coefficient 
x - cot11 depth , in inches 
y = total counts per unit of time (e. g. , for zero in. of coal, y = a 7: B') . 
Note: The unit of time should be the same. 
I t  is necessary to determine a ,  B ,  and b for each coal mine in which the NBS 
is to be used. In those cases where high energy and low energy shales are inter- 
fused, it is necessary to construct a composite curve , taking into consideratio 1 the 
critical v~ilues of each. The resulting measurements, while not precise in either high 
or low energy shale measurements, will be sufficiently accurate for guidance and 
cont ml purposes. 
'l'l~c NBS has been employed in numerous tests in the laboratory and in the 
ticld. The field tests encompassed both static tests and dynamic tests where the 
N R S  was mounted on a mining machine. 
The laboratory simulator at MSFC (Fig. 3-3) was a particularly useful tool in 
the determination of some of the initial design parameters, such as collimator and 
shielding requirements. The simulator bed was constructed of concrete made with a 
calcium silicnte having a slightly higher natural radiation than shale, so that the 
resultant mixture upproximated shale. Layers of cral or micarta (similar density to 
cval) were placed over the bed to simulate various coal thicknesses. 
Static tests were conducted at the Bureau of Mines experimental coal mine in 
I3ruceton. Pennsylvania, as well as several commercial mines. The tests at Bruceton 
were particularly valuable in that conditions for the test could be better contm\led. 
Steps of vnrying coal thickness could be established at the roof and data taken while 
other pnrnmeters, such as count time and distance of the sensor from the roof, were 
varied. Figure 3-4 shows the mine test set-up. Agures 3-5 and 3-6 show typical 
d:~t;i obtained during these tests. The effect of count time on data smoothing can be 
seen. Notice that the smoothed date provided quite accurate indication of the coal 
depths (generally within an inch, excepr at the steps). At the step, that i s ,  where 
t i  m t ~ i o r  change in coal thickness occurred, the NBS read the average depth of the 
two thicknesses, since its field of view encompassed both areas. 
DRAW SLATE 
Figure 3- 4. In-mine test site Natural Background Sensor. 
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Figure 3-5. Results of Natural Background Sonsor test. 
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Figure 3-6. Bruceton test results (NBS) . 
A longwall mine test of the NBS was conducted at the Kaiser Company's mines 
ill Hnton, New Mexico, by General Electric Company and MSFC personnel. Figures 
3-7 and 3-8 show the calibration curves for both the sandstone and shale roofs 
encountered. A photograph (Fig. 3-9) shows the NBS mounted on the Arldersori 
Mever shearer. Note that a high-impact plastic debris a!-ield was installed on the 
NBS. Although the test successfully demonstrated the NBS's capability to correctly 
measure residual coal thicknesses and to withstand the rigors of the machine environ- 
ment, seam geology prevented measurements along the total face. 
The  NBS was also tested as an operator aid in conjunction with driving longwall 
entries. In the Erst case, an NBS was tested for about 2 weeks at the Old Ben Coal 
Conip~ny in Benton, IIlfi~ois, on an entry boring machine. In this particular entry 
(mine No. 26), Old Ben desired to determine if a minimum of 8 in. of coal could be 
left in Rn arched configuration on the entry roof. If so, this could possibly reduce 
mf bolting requirements and speed enlry development. The NBS was able to pm 
vide accurate roof coal measurements tw determined by drilling through the roof con1 
to the interface (the previous method being used). Alm, the NBS (both sensor arid 
display) was able to withstand the riprs of the machine. Howel 3r, because thie 
t e ~ t  unit was battery -operated (not MSHA approved for machine power connection , 
it I)t?ottme obvious that the routine of mcharglng and changing batteries was not 
wtisf~rctary (nor wa8 it ever intended to be) for continuous production operati~ns. 
1:igure 3- 7 .  York Canyon mine calibration (NBS) (sandstone roof). 
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Figure 3- 8. York Canyon mine calibration (NBS) (shale roof). 

Teets of the NBS were alao conducted at the Carbon County Coal Company 
(CCCC) in Hanna, Wyoming, on a Joy 12CM continuow dner wed for longwall entry 
driving. The compoeite (Flg. 3- 10) depictr the location of the 8en-r and display/ 
signal processing unit on the Joy machine, (This i6 not an actual photo of the 
Carbon County mine, but wasr graphically oonrtructd to rhow the concept of tlre 
operator nmnitoring the display while the eeneor r a d r  thickness of roof uonl left in 
the previous cut.) The problem at CCCC is that a 14-ft cut is being made in a 20-ft 
seam, leaving about 2 to 3 ft of coal on the roof and the remainder on ths floor. 
Since neither the roof nor the floor is oonveniently available for a navigational rcfcr- 
ence, it is quite difficult to know lvhere the cutting is taking place. Drilling of the 
roof coal is the only method currently available, This reaults in a very uneven roof 
itnd floor, with large steps in places where major readju8tmc;mts are necessary, The 
CCCC condition w a s  quite a challenge for the NBS, as its design had not been 
intended for depth ranges much over 10 to 12 in. It was expected that its acul?lrctcy 
in ranges of 2 to 3 ft would be 110 better than 26 in. (versus 21 in. ). However, in 
the CCCC case, thie accuracy would be quite acceptable and far better than what was 
currently being ac'lieved . Calibration t a t s  were aonducted at various locations in 
the mine and for several days with t -  NBS mounted on the miner. It was discovered 
that two types of shale existed in ths tine, aa reprssented in the calibration curves 
of Figure 3-11. A compromiee calibration curve (between the two shale values) was 
selected for future testing. It is believed that this will atffl result in acceptable 
accuracy for the CCCC case. 
Again it was evident that battery operation, although adequate for a ~ ing le  test. 
was not suitable for prolonged production operations. The NBS equipment 8hcwed no 
significtlnt structural damage after being mounted on the Joy ~ ' -1er  for over 2 weeks. 
l+owever, fnoisture entered the NRS unit, causing corrosion of electrical components 
and fault3 operation. This has been corrected by waterproofing the eensorts 
electronic components . 
In nddition, t~ new collimator was made for the sensor, and the display/ 
electronic proceesinp assembly was replaced with a smaller display panel and separate 
clcctronics unit, as shown in Figure 3-12. 
A s  alluded to elsewhere in thie report, the NBS was tested extensively on the 
lo~~gwtill s learer at the Carbon County Coal Company Mine in Hanna, Wyoming. Their 
Eickhoff 300L shearer ie operatine in a seam whose thickness can vary, over long 
distmces , from approximutely 16 to 30 ft. However, such variations are not experienced 
ticross the fuce. Becauae of BT U content, it is desirable to take the coal close to t Ire 
roof ;  but, because exposed shale tends to fall away between the face end c!anupy tips, 
cnusinp lengthy delays, it is necessary that n relatively large amount of roof cod be 
left to avoid thiu problem. Because t l ~ r e  are no reliable natural references on the coal 
fticc, sue11 as a binder, unaided horizon control results in undetected drifts of the 
Iml*irmn until F ither the roof or floor is encountert 1. 
Prior to mountine the NRS on the Eickhoff , extensive calibration8 had been 
rlludo of the  roof ehale. It was found that there were two di~tinctly different levels 
of radiation present, depending on which of two types of shele was being viewed. 
Figure 3- 13 shows (curve 1) the exponential regression curve fitted to the data for 
the low activity shale. The correlation coefficient ir -0.966, indicating excellent 
cqreetmnt between the dat8 and the function eSax + b. Alm, shown (curve 2'1 is the 
calibration curve for the higher activity shale. The background count, 115 in these 
cxperin~er~ta, was determined by placing increasing amounts of plater of lead and 
steel around the sensor until no statietically aigniilcant changes were noted in the 
coru~t dntti. It slwuld be rroted that the background count depends heavily on the 
shielding provided with the sensor, the sensor electmnics, and the rimount of shfold- 
itrg provided by the mounting location, e. g. , the shetwer chassib , etc. 
Heetause it i s  imperative that the roof not be exposed, it w3u decided thnt the 
sllearer rnomted NES be calibrated for the lower activity ehale, thus insuring that 
tho roof cowl left would always he no less than that determined by the NBS. I f  high 
activity ~hnle  was being viewed, then the error would be some 6 incheo or 80 on the 
conhcr vative side. 
The NBS was mounted atop the shearer appruximately leidway the long dirnen- 
sion and tilted slightly towtwd the face so that the desired present cut way beinky 
viewed. This position waA chosen because it interfered the least with oyorations. 
13ecause of the height of the seam, the NBS was lochted some 5 feet or eo from the 
coal surface being viewed, thua unavoidably allowing some of the face to be viewed 
as well as portions of the canopy tips. The net result of this was tc decre,&oc thc: 
number of counts. A new caxbration curve with tlie NBS mounted on the shearer 
was obtained by comparing the NBS rettdings with borehole measurements; in thisl 
munner , curve 3 was derived. It will be noted that the base count ja consideral~ly 
lower, due p *incipally to the inclusion of the tips and face in the field of view. 
Again, an exponential repression was done on the borehols data with n resulting 
repression coefficient of -0.984, indicati-6 out stand in^ apeenlent. 
The  NBS has been o,!eratinp on the ehearer for some 2 rnordhs snd continues 
to give a~nsiutent results. While no damage htro k-en suffered by the NHS, SUIIIC 
rep:ri~~ctble damap has been done to auxiliary equipment. 
3.1.2 The Sensitized Pick CID 
--- 
The ~e~sit izeci  p ck, a caul /shale interface detector, depends upon the cutting 
force differential of coal and  hale for interface recognition. 
The initial configuratior .consisted of the following cornpofients : (1) ti special 
pick block and mounting assembly that is attached to the outer perimeter of the 
shearer's cutting drum, (2) a load cell (housed in the pick block), (3) transmitter 
assembly (housed in the pick block), ar~d ( 4 )  receiwr assembly, signal proceasing elec- 
tronics, and power supplies. For test purposes, a tape recorder was provided to 
record pick signalu. This configuration used a telemetry link for data transmission, 
while the configuration used for the Foeter Miller vertical control system uses slip 
rings for "hurd-wirev dvta tmnszniaeion. 
In operotion, the pick encountere coal or shale whlch deflrcte tho pick lrld 
forces ite shank to exert pressure on the strain gauge, which in turn initiate& n 
signcrl for varying amplitudes depending upon the force exerted. This signal is then 
passed through a series of circuits, which process the dgnal into discernible patterns 
chartlcteristic of coal and lor ehale cuttifig fowes . Shale, being tougher, generatee 
tr c ut ti?; force higher in amplitude than coal ; hence , recognition of the material bejng 
cut is nchieved. - 
As already bricafly mentioned, the instrument consists of two basic components: 
the pick mounting fixture located on the drum and the receiver/proceesor located or: 
the body of the shearor, 
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Figure 3-13. Calibration curve of Carbon County Coal Mine using the NBS. 
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The mounting fixtwe (Mg. 3-14) consists of two steel housings ~llounted within 
the drum vanes, between the scrolls, 180 degrees apart. The fixture contains the 
pick, strain gauge, transmitter, and transmitter batteries. The transmitting antenna 
is nlounted along the vane external to the fixture. The pick block is bolted onto n 
L I E - i n .  thick steel plate. The plate i s  welded to a 4-in. -square steel tube having a 
114-in. wall thickness. The steel tube i u  telescoped into a 4-in. -square tube. On- 
site ;lssembly was performed by welding the tube assemblylmounting plates on the 
drun! surface, then inserting the 4-in. tube assembly. adjusting its height, and usin 
n set screw to secure the assembly for welding. The trailing face of the assembly 
has E 3 by 5-in. opening for access to an internal compartment in which the trans - 
mitter and batteries are located. Cover plates are added to seal the compartment. 
Flgure 3- 14. Sensitized pick assembly. 
The load cell, consists of a steeI cylinder on which two foil strain gauges are 
positionea .sxially. These are connected to two dummy gauges forming a four-arm 
bridge. This bridge has a theomtical strain sensitivity of 3.48 x 1 0 ' ~  Vlpsildrivinp 
voltage, or for the S,'P in. diameter sensing element, 0.31 x Vllbldriving volt - 
age. The sensiug element - the steel cylinder - was designed to withstand 10,000 lh 
c?onlprcssion. Laboratory tests, using a hydraulic loading machine, measured the 
- 6 H(:I\I~II se~i~itivity of 0.35 x 10 V llbidriving voltage, or 11.5 percent above the 
titcolSeticuI values. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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The telemetry system consisted of an INMET T20B, FM-FM transmitter, rind :ul 
ISMET R-lOI3 receiver. The transmitter consisted of a bridge amplifier, n sukc~rricr 
oscillator (SCO) , and an FM radio transmitter (-. 8-15). In operation, tlw fre 
quency of the SCO is modulated by the bridge amplifier's output voltwe. The 
resultant is an FM modulated signal with a center frequency of 10 KIIz,  The tnoclul~tccl 
SCO output is then used to modulate the fkequency of the radio transmitter. Thcre 
are two ~dj~s tments  or. the transmitter: (1) the center frequency of the SCO can be 
varied to effectively balance the bridge, and (2) a tuning slug in the RF transmitter 
c m  be controlled to set the RF center frequency. 
Figure 3-15. T20B strein gage transmitter (FM-FM). 
The receiver wns tuned to match the transmitter and demodulate t h e  receiverl 
sipnd twice to obtain the desired strain signal. First, the RF signal was democlu 
1~tcd  to recover the SCO, which was demodulated again to obtain the strain signnl. 
There were two outputs from the receivein: (1) the SCO und ( 2 )  strtdn sip,rllc~ls. 
'I'hc ~*w*civer has gain and zero mntmls which affect the relationship of the strain 
output voltage to the frequency of the SCO. These were adjusted to obtain the 
desired calibration at the receiver out put. 
A quarter wtlve-loop antenna (Fig. 3-1G) was used in the transmission system. 
which was easily retrofitted along the vanes of the cutting drum. The RE s i g ~ ~ a l  
strength. measured at the shearer's arm hinge point using a whip antenna, was found 
to vary bet ween 800 and 4,000 p v depending on the drum's phase angle (Fig. 3- 17). 
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Figure 3-16. Quarter wave-loop antenna for sensitized pick. 
Figure 3-17. RF signal strength measured in York Canyon mine during scout trip. 
The Signal Processor 
- -
The signal emanating from the strain gauge is processed through an electronic 
circuit whose output is a control signal that goes to a controller and secondly t i  uip,rllal 
whicll energizes a set of red culd green lights (red for rock turd green for ~ w n l )  .
giving visual information to an observer as to the material being cut. 
The processor design is based on the assumption that forces exerted on the 
pick will be higher when cutting rock than they are when cutting coal. These forces 
me sensed by a strain gauge whose output is a proportional electric voltage. Tie 
cutting signal occurs for only that period of time when the sensitized pick is cutting, 
or for approximately 112 of a revolution of the drum. As  cutting occurs, the coal 
fractures, the signal level will dec- and then increaae as the tool again impinges 
on the coal. The amplitude and frequency of these signal level variations depend 
upon tile prefracture characteristics of the coal and the speed of the drum. 
When the cutting drum goes beyond the coal seam boundary, into the overlying 
shale or rock, the signal level increases. For example, if the norma! cutting picks 
are at the coal /shale boundary, and the sensitized pick extends into the shale, the 
mgle subtended by the arc generated by the sensitized pick is: 
liNp = normal cutting radius 
RSP = sensitized pick cutting radius. 
If the normal cutting radius is 2-112 f t ,  and the sensitized pick extends 114 in. 
beyond, the angle, 0,  is about 15 degrees or about 4 percent of a revolution (360 
degrees). 
The method of detection (Fig. 3-18) amplifies the signal and removes the noise 
by allowing only those frequency components below 100 Hz to pass. The remaining 
signal was input to 10 comparators. When the signal was small, only the lower level 
LED'S were energized and only during the period when the pick was cutting. The 
higher levels were on for much shorter periods of time. This detection method is 
sensitive to the speed of the shearer; higher speeds produce Mgher signal strengths. 
Five light -emitting diodes (LED'S) are excited at 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 V ,  
respectively. The higher signal strengths excite five LED'S at 1.2, 2.1, 3.6, 4.8, 
md 6.0 V. There was also tin adjustable level detector that excited additional LED'S. 
The output of the comparator was available for signal recording and had a 5.0 V 
output when the red light was burning. 
A second method of detection independent of shea+*er speed was also used, 
which uses a low-pass filter to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Both the peak rlnd 
the average levels are measured when the sensitized pick is cutting. The peak level 
is divided by the average value. I f  the speed of cutting is varied, both peak and 
uverctgc signal values vary by approximately the same percent age. Therefore. the 
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Figure 3-18. Pick load processor block diagram, 
quotient of this ratio remains approximately the same. When the pick enters the rock. 
the signal level will increase for a small portion of the cutting period. The effect of 
this initial increase in signal level was found to be small in terms of the nvernge 
value, but the relatively high-speed peak detector senses it immediately, increasing 
the value of the quotient which is detected by the comparator. Thus, a red light 
will flush on and off when cutting rock. During coal-cutting, a green light will flash 
on and off. 
The pick detection circuit was designed to decay exponentially so that. when 
the cutting drum leaves the region of mck, the high peak levels will rapidly fall to 
the level of peak signal for coal. When the pick is not cutting, the peak circuit's 
inputs are disconnected, and the average value cimuit holds its last value. 
This is accomplished by disconnecting the input and feedback resistors from 
the circuit by solid-state switches. The switches were controlled by sensing the 
level of the signal. When the picks are not cutting, the signal level drops below the 
threshold level, causing the solid state switches to open. In the peak-average signal 
ratio. if' the denominator of the ratio (average signal strength) is smaller than the 
numerutor (the peak signal strength), the quotient is  large. To control this value 
w i t l ~ i ~ r  t l u ?  Ii~nits, an offset WHG designed into the denominator. A timing ( t i ~ g r n m  o f  
t l ~ c !  xw i l(!flin~ logic ts nhown in Figure 3- 19. Figure 3-19A illustrates the setting of 
the noncntting level sensor comparator ~bove  the normal level of noise, so that the 
level of noise lies below the trigger level. If the cutters are moving in a direction 
such that cutting starts at the roof, the signal will be high for the first half 
A 
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Figure 3- 19. Sensitized pick timing diagrn. .. 
of a rtwolution. It is only during this i>eriod that the peak and average vulucs of 
signal strength will be calculated. 
The comparator transition fmm "on-to-off" was used to activate a retriggemble, 
mol~ostable multi-vibrator which changes state. This "changed statew condition is 
timed for a little less than one-half of a revolution of the cutting drum, at which 
point it returns to its original stute. These operations are illuetrated in Figure 3- 19C. 
When a logic is performed on signal8 repremated in Figures 3-193 and 3-19C. 
false rock aignals are eliminated es shown in Figure 3- 1 Q) . The detection method is 
designed to accept data for rock sensing in the floor or roof when the shearer is 
tramming in either direction. 
There are f ~ u r  outputs fmm the signal processor: 
1. Analog Output of low pass (100 Hz)  filter (maximum voltage - 14 V) 
3. Analog Ratio of peak to average value (maximum voltage - 14 V) 
3 .  Uigital Simple amplitude level detection (presence of rock - high level) 
4. Digital Level detection ratio (presence of rock - high level). 
General -- Design Considerations 
All circuits were designed to be intrinsically safe using Underwriter IAnhratories 
standard ('id-913, dated January 20, 1976, revised r; I April 8 ,  1976. 
Power to operate the signal processor is provided by twenty-four 1.4-V mercury 
batteries. Total voltage provided (using a margin of safety) is 
All bnttcries have current-limiting resistances connected at the battery terminale. 
'I'he LED'S and the compartltcr have separate power supplies, provided by five 
1.4- V mercury batteries. This provision prevents llon-ofP1 surges from interfering 
with signal processing. The power required is 9.6  V.  
The current limit for the signal processing batteries, based on MSH4 require- 
ments, is 0.3 A. The limiting resistance is therefore 154 R , which is obtained by 
using four 39 0 resistors. The power dissipated in each resistor is 5 W .  With ti 
100 percent safety factor, 10-W resistors were selected for use. 
No current -limiting devices were required by MSHA for the LED batteries ; 
however , a value of 0.5 A was used. The limiting resistance will be 19.2 $1 ,  which 
is achieved by using two 10 S l  resistore, with a power requirement of 2.5 W .  For a 
100 percent safety factor, 5-W resistors aere used. All resistors will be either wire 
wou~id or of the metal film type. 
Mt~xj~url~lr cayacitrmce valuee were also based on MSHA requirements, which 
~1ict:itect rt  nlaximum allowable value of 3 ~ f .  Therefore, the voltage ratings of the 
ctlpucitur should be 53.46 V. 
The Antenna 
The critical links in data transmission are the transmitter and receiver ante~~nae.  
The operating environment of the sensitized pick places severe restraint8 upon 
antelln~ design, which forces u compromise between better radiating emdency ant1 
titructur!d ruggedness. Several configurations (Table 3-2) were investigated, tlnd : I l k  
interim selection wlis made using a straight wire (1.5-in. length) coupled at onc end 
to a 4- 114 by 2- 114 in. copper plate. This configuration was expected to produce a 
TABLE 3-2. ANTENNA OUTPUT OF VARIOUS CONFIGURATIONS 
Length of L (in. ) 
*She 5-coil inductor is made of gauge 1 4  copper wire and the coil has a diameter 
of approxin~trtely 2.5 in. 
29 
8.5 
170 
330 
500 
- 
- 
- 
Configuration 
' 6 T W N  COIL* * 
lCTURNCOlL WX1" p-4 ..- 
&TURN COl C a,, x 3.5m p=r E::~~R 
0 
4' 
/ 
L- 
j rgicToR 
7.5 
130 
250 
370 
- 
- 
- 
9.5 
180 
1000 
500 
.- 
- 
- 
3.5 
50 
400 
300 
38 
330 
145 
6.5 
110 
250 
400 
- 
- 
- 
0.5 
- 
7 
75 
85 
2.5 
35 
200 
200 
25 
180 
180 
5.5 
90 
300 
350 
55 
450 
300 
4.5 
65 
350 
330 
45 
300 
150 
1.5 
- 
- 
- 
15 
200 
180 
1.0 
- 
- 
- 
8 
130 
100 
reasoriable field strength but short enough for ruggedness. One rnodel was fabricated 
by pl~cing a 1- 112-in. thick HERKULITE epacer block between the <urninurn trans- 
mitter housing and the copper plate, which was, in turn, covered by a 114-in. thick 
HEHKULITE plate. This assembly was then bolted on the front face of the trans- 
mitter housing. In testing this aseec~bly , a 39-112 in. receiving antenne was pltkcsd 
ut 15 ft from the transmitting anter~na, and a 100 p V  output fmm the receiving 
Antenna was meat31 xed. To enhance this output voltage, a 10-in. flexible, insulated 
conduclillg wire gas soldered to the copper plate and glued to the HERKULITB cover 
plde. The t ~ s t  was rerun under the same conditions as before, and ti 600 V V  output 
WRS i~~ei~sured. However, the basic configuration without the 10-in. wirc wns tested 
c~t  the  1)cpurtmcnt of Energy's Bruceton test facility to determine field strengths at 
t l ~ e  ~~eceivirlg antenna for various transmitting locations around the perimeter of the 
crrttjt~g drum (Table 3-3). 
TABLE 3-3. AF SIGNAL STRENGTH FOR VARIOUS DRUM PHASE LOCATIONS 
(Clockwise Rot at ion) 
(Bruceton Mock Longwall Data) 
In this series of tests, the receiving antenna was located at the midsection of 
the sheclrer body, which was considered to be the location of the receiving antenna 
during in-mine testing on an operating longwall shearer. The tabulated data shows 
!mt the field strength varied fmm 250 uV at the top position of the drum to 50 I I V  
8s the transmitting point approached 135 degrees. Because of this wide variation in 
field atrength , a more reliable and stronger transmitting antenna was necessary. Tile 
configuration selected was a quarter wave length loop antenna mounted on the drum 
surfacc between the vanes (Mg. 5- 16). Initial laboratory tests indicated a marked 
impmvcment in aignal strength. Tests were then conducted on DOE'S Joy machine 
at Hruceton, and RF field strengths of 800 pV to 4000 pV were measured. In addi- 
tion, field strength measurements using the Eickhoff shearer in the York Clinyon 
mine were made (Fig. 3-20). The 'ntrodwtion of the loop antennu improved the H1: 
field strength by a 16-fold increase over the performance of the initial antenna con- 
figuration. In addition to the good transmission lualitfes of the loop antenna, it is 
structurally rugged; and that, together with its location, increases its sumrivtlbility 
in the *evere cutting envimnment . 
Phase Locations 
(degrees) 
0 
111 ~cldition to changing the antenna itself, the tuning box w a ~  relocated to the 
brtcknirtc of the pick ~llounting block, Tlds location makes it more readily UCCe~8ibl~ 
for rcpirir tlnd rnuintenance (Fig. 3- 21). 
RF Signal Strength 
( vV )  
- "  
250 
45 150 
90 
135 
1 80 
224 
270 
315 
120 
50 
100 
1.40 
210 
210 
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Above-Gmund Testing 
The above-ground tests were conducted at the Department of Energy's mock 
longwull facility at Bruceton , Pennsylvariia, using a Joy longwall shearer equipped 
with cr mck and pinion drive. The tests were planned to detennine the ability of the 
sensitized pick to distinguish the cutting of the harder cap material h.om the less 
hard simulated mml in the simulated coal block. Other, mmndary objectives were  
location of equipment on the shearer and experience in attaching the equipment to the 
machine. This letter objective culminated in a procedure that f d t a t e d  preparatory 
work in the very limited time available bor attachment and checkout in an actual mine. 
Above-pun& tests were initiated in September 1980 and were repeated inter- 
mittently through April 1980. This series of tests identified several problems that 
interfered with the pmductim and transmission of a reliable signal. Momling the 
pick was observed to result in signal shifts as the prebed mibed during cutting. 
The preload was then reduced to a negligible value that no longer affected the signal. 
The receiver antenna was relocated f ivm the midsection of the shearer body to the 
hinge point area of the shearer arm to reduce the signal path and insure a more 
reliable reception. The transuitting antenna was redesigned to increase the field 
strength and improve signal transmission quality. 
AU of these changes were incorporated; and in April 1980, a final Bruceton 
test was conducted to make sure that the instrument was performing properly and 
that its chances of being successfuliy tested in an operating coal mine were satis- 
factory. The test was judged satisfactory with the instrument successfully dis- 
tinguishing simulated rock from simulated coal (Fig. 3-22). 
Figure 3- 22. Typical coal and rock signals. 
Mine Test of tlw Semsitioed Pick 
---- 
The sensitized pick was succgaafully tested at Kdaer's York Cunyon Mine ~ ~ c u r  
Haton, New Hexioo, fmm July 18 through July 31, 1986. 3-91 shows the pick 
mounted between the two van-, and w e l a  to each as well es to the drum itself. 
The mi welded to ths pick block at the bottom of the illustration, and extending 
Lurch toward the reader, is the antenna. This mounting arrangement survived tho 
envimnment of normal cutting; however, neither this configuration nor wverd 
strmndtlrd mounting blocks w e r e  able to stand excessive cutting into a hard rock roof. 
Figurn 3-%0 bhows two cutting sequ8ncee: the top is where coal is being cut, 
the bottom where rock is being cut. Although it is  not invariably the cam, the 
Iecrding edge of each pulse train, oorresponding to the first engagemant of the pick 
with the roof, was higher lor mck then it  war^ for d. Extensive analysis of the 
mplftudcs of the peaks show* that the use of the amplitudes as a discriminntcr gives 
the mrrect result approximatetly 70 percent of the time. Similar analysis of the initial 
dope of the wave form shows that the w e  of the sbpe (higher slopes correspond to 
rock) as  a discrimitlator results in oorrect identiflcetion 70 to 75 percent of the tinw. 
A d d i t i o n a l  work waa done in tryin to fhd an &Iitbnal discPimlnrtor, e.g., the 
irltogrel of the wave form for the %rs t SO degrees or  so. Unfortunately, the arce of 
the curve s e e m s  to have hxtle to do with the material being cut. The quest for a 
tturd discriminator was motivated by t b  desire to have a majority -tin# acl~eme: the 
txwterinl baing struck is thet which the mfority of the discfindnators agree that it is, 
In spite of extensiva effbrtm, no third discriminator was found. However, using one 
of the two discriminatom - maximum amplitude or maximum slope - is adequate for 
cot~t lnl y urposes. 
3.1.3 N u c l ~ c .  Coal Depth Stmaor 
The nucleonic sensor consisted of an active eource of relatively low - level rmdict - 
tion dirxted into the cod layer and e d v e r  that picked up the radiation deflwtmt 
from the coal /shale boundary. The thickness of coal was determined by the pre- 
dictability of attenuation of the signd. Accuracy also required that both the t rms-  
mittcr :utd receiver be in contact with the surface of the cod. Initial teat cwnfiiyurn 
tions cot'sisted of a rigid rectangular frame housing the transmitter and recdvcr. 
However. the problems of "air gaps ," t b s e  points at which the transmitter nnd lor 
mcwiwr or both were not in roof contllct , compromised Elccuracy. The d r  gaps wcrc 
cot~sed by irregular coal surfeces that were being meessured. The final mnfiguratio~~. 
designed by Dr .  Jones of Mississippi State Univetreity, consisted of a two-point con- 
tact . independently suspended unit (FLg. 3- 23). 
Initial tests of the two-point contact backscatter CII) demonst rated the cupcrbility 
of meaisuring coal depth up to 10 in. when a 100 milli-curie Cesium- 137 aource is used 
and up to 6 in. w h r  a 30 milli-curie s o m e  is used. Calibrations of the CI1) with 
38-in. wide micarta sheets on 8 6-in. thick concrete bed a m  shown in Figures 3-24 
and 3-85. 
Dynamic teats using mfcarta with I - ,  2 - ,  3- , and 5-in. depths are showra in 
Flgue 3-26. The high peak in this figure occurred when the murce module. wlliclt 
i~1 lerldiny, steps up to t b  next iayer of micerta. The peak exitits because thew crru 
man) more scattend photons emerging from the material which macll the detector 
t h h ~ l g l ~  t h ~  houuiny wall h a u r n  of rurface dimntinuity. As tlle detector module 
nuvcs 1own1.d tho ~ t e p ,  the count rate falls until just before the detector p i n s  the 
slam leva1 ns the module. TMr effect will occur when cliucontinuitiar, in the surface 
to bc? rnet~uurod are encountered, such as cavities caused by roof con1 falls. 
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Figure 3-29. CID positioned on cr sheerer. 
137, Figure 3- 24. Beckscattw CID dibrrtbn (100 I& am . 
137) Figure 3-25. Beckscatter CID calibration (30 m c  cs . 
3 -  Dynamic output for CID on micarta. 
Figure 3-27 shows the dynamic test results on a coal mosaic with depths of 2, 
4. 6. and 8 in. Many of the hills and valleys in this figure are probably caused by 
voids or cracks between blocks of coal changing effective density md causing more 
or less signal attenuation. 
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Figure 3-27. Dynamic output for CID on coal mosaic. 
It is clear that the independently suspended module concept does maintain 
better contact with the surface and as shown by tests using the mosaic. thc CIl) 
perforn~ance indicates that control over a +2-in. depth is achievable. However. the 
presence of "air gaps" was still experienced during those tests which prompted i t  
series of tests specifically to evaluatn their effects upon accuracy. The results 
(Pigs. 3- 28 8rkd 3- 29) show the inaccuracies introduced ill coal-depth measuring LV hen 
a 1 1 4  in. air gap is present under the floating shield and detector (Fig. 3-28) and 
under the floating siueld and the module containing the radioactive source (Fig. 3- 29). 
In the  'irst case (Fig. 3-28) with air gaps under the detector and floating shield. the 
meon v:tlue of equivalent inches measured is 7.2 in. , or 1.2-in. deviation above t hc 
reference of 6 in. (about 20 percent). In the case of air gaps under the sourcc rind 
floatirlg slueld, the deviation is much greater. The mean value of the measurcrnents 
recorded as 9.05 in . .  or 3.05-in. deviation above the reference measurement. 
In-mine tests were conducted in BOM's experimental mine in Bruceton, Pennsyl- 
vania. The purposes of .these tests were to evaluate in situ performance. The tcst 
plan was to mezxsure the coal depth on a prepared stir-nsisting of a 2-in. t.0411 
layer 4 f t  wide, a 4-in. coal layer 4 ft wide, and a 6-in. coal layer 4 ft wide; tile 
position was undercnt 40 in. The sensor assembly was mounted on a shop cart w i t h  
10-in. pneumatic wheels and a movable table top which muid be raised 18 in. to 
position the sensor against the surface of the roof coal. 
The actual prepared test cavity was measured; and the coal thicknesses found 
to be 5-112 in. .  6-112 in. .  9 in . ,  and 10 to 11 in. Upon closer examination, the cut 
WRS found to slope downward from front to back so that the coal closer to the btlck of 
the undercut was thicker than at the fmnt.  The cut is skiown in Figure 3-30. Aftcr 
initid tests were completed, the 5- 1 /2 in. coal was cut away with n pick to 1ct1;rc 
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Figure 3-28. Backscatter CID - test results. 
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Ftgure 3-29. Backscatter CID - test results. 
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Figure 3- 30. Hncksc?nt ter CII) - t$r~iceton test position. 
;rl)or~t 1 1 i 2 to ? in. of cwa1 so t liat mccisurement at that depth could be obt trirlcd. 
nr~cl fir~:\lly till of the mall in the 5- 1 1 2  in. step was removed to measure the v : ~ l u e s  of 
l h c  ~111:rttcnt rl:itt?d siplcrl. 
1 1 1  :tilriition. llle draw slate and c%d crncks were observed running partillel to 
t!~o surf:~c~e of the cut.  indicating a weakness that could lead to a roof fall if t h c  
supports wcre removed to provide room for maneuvering the cart. This contlitic)~i 
inqx)scci constrictions upon the locutions at which measurements could be mcitic. fn)111 
tllc threcx p l ~ n ~ l e d  locntiol~s to only two, and in some cases one. 
Hr~~resenttitive tliita f rom these measurements tire listed on 'l'ublcs 3-4 :~ncl :I 5. 
lry ; I  v i s u ~ l  i~lspr~ctior~. the surface wns  observed to be rough and llnevcn so that :lir 
girps were probable between the surface and the CID cont~ct  areas. In addition. the  
tlmr wrrs not s r m t h  and wns not parallel to the roof, so the CID contact surfnces 
were ric>vcr yckrnllel to the cut surface : i .e. , there was nlwtlys a small angle between 
ttlt? cwnttrct surfaces for cach measurement. I t  is h o w n  that the coal is more denac- 
t l l ~ t ~  r li~trrtn. SO ideally the test d ~ t a  sllould lic below the calibration curve. 115 cttn 
bc swrl in Figures 3- 28 and 3- 29, they dl lie above. a condition caused ill part by 
TABLE 3-4. NUCLEONIC CID - BRUCETON RAW DATA 
TABU-  3--5. NUCLBONIC CID - BRUCETON RAW DATA 
- 
Coctl Thickness : 6- 1 / 2 in. Without 
With Floating Shield Floating Shield 
Test Position 
No. 1 
(counts/sec) 
1 497 
2 464 
3 4 98 
(1 4 90 
5 4 96 
6 453 
C 
1 458 
8 507 
9 516 
10 486 
- - -  
4865 
.% = 486.5 2 21.3 
Note: Only one pofiition available due  to  lack of room 
between roof supports .  Crack in  draw s l ~ t e  prevented 
relocation of roof support  t o  allow move to different 
test  position on this  leyer. 
Coal Thickness: 7-112 to  8 in. 
With Floating Shield 
Test Position 
No. 2 
(counts/sec) 
1 512 
2 448 
3 506 
4 472 
5 535 
6 474 
7 497 
8 485 
9 4 92 
10 524 
4945 
X = 494.5 t 26.1 
Test Position No. 4 
(countsfsec) 
1 556 
2 587 
3 588 
4 600 
5 559 
6 53 2 
7 57 1 
8 5 85 
9 600 
10 605 
5783 
- 
X = 578.3 2 23.4 
b 
Repeat 
(counts /sec) 
1 580 
2 60 3 
3 5 96 
4 593 
5 573 
6 573 
7 555 
8 60 5 
9 527 
10 590 
- 
5795 
- 
X - 579.5 2 24.1 
b 
Test Position 
No. 3 
(counts/sec) 
1 470 
2 472 
3 460 
4 491 
5 505 
6 465 
7 4 91 
8 505 
9 517 
10 455 
4831 
% =  483.1 t 21.5 
Test  Position 
No. 3 
(counts/sec) 
I 
1 4 92 
2 4 98 
3 546 
4 516 
5 51 1 
6 4 94 
7 534 
8 519 
9 4 95 
10 49G 
--- 5101 
% =  510.1 t 18.7 
the contact angle and in part by surface roughness and the inaccuracies of l~letlsuring 
the actual coal depth. The bare rock had a surface that was relatively smooth uld 
level, so that the angle of contact was minimal, and air gaps were less than 118 in. 
maxiunum. It appears that the rock may be less dense than the density of the con- 
crete used for calibration. If this is the case, all data would be biased upward by 
~pproxim~tely 50 counts in the range of 0 and 8 in. 
Following a thorough assessment of development history, the nucleonic back- 
scatter gauge, as a component of the vertical control system, was eliminated for the 
following reasons : 
1) It required contact with the coal m f ,  which in turn required a mounting 
structure that protruded in the space above the shearer and was thus subjected not 
only to damage but interfered with the operation of the longwall shearer. 
2) The use of a nuclear material, even though of a low radiation level, 
necessitated control procedures and possessed potential safety problems that made its 
use in underground coal mines complicated. 
3) A less expensive and less complicated instrument t . L  did not require roof 
cmntact , i . e. , the natural b a c k p u n d  sensor, became available. 
3.1.4 Electromagnetic (Radar) Coal Interface Detection 
Of all the techniques investigated to measure the thickness of residual co:d 
~emaining after cutting the coal seam, e1ectromagne;ics (radar) appeared to bc the 
most desirable. It was theoretically capable of making a measurement at a distance. 
and was not therefore in contact with the roof, and it  could be mounted on the body 
oi the machine by simple bracketry. A CW/FM and, to a lesser extent, a monocycle 
llpulsell radar were investigated. The CW IFM was investigated in 1 to 2,  1 to 4 ,  and 
2 to 4 GHz frequency ranges. In addition, a number of signel-pmcessing techniques 
designed to make the echo from the shale interface electronically visible were 
incorporated intc various configurations. 
The basic problem. arising from the requirement of 2-in. target resolution, 
rleccssitated high frequencies, which in turn,  bu.ried the return signal in the front 
face return signal (Fig. 3-31). 
Sever~ l  new R F  signal processing techniques were developed. One, designed 
to trnnslnte the front face return signal into a DC spectrum component (sometirncs 
ccilled "Zero Hertz Filtering"), was successfully demonstrated and was incorpor~ted 
into the signal process algorithm. Others, designed to reduce masking of the inter- 
filce target signal caused by the front surface return signal, met with only partial 
success. However. R new concept of using the front surface sfgnal as the local 
oscillator to eliminate one of the two surface signals (resultant signal represents the 
differential between front and rear) provided en improvement of 3 to 6 dB in tnrget 
detection. lnitial lbboratory tests of the 1 to 2 GHz radar configurations were per- 
formed to assess the effect of incorporating various components to eliminate or rcducr 
the "tnrget ntasking" effect. Two linear antennae coupled to a YIG generator were 
~ssernbled and tested using cement blocks as  targets. Operating mode utilized the 
front surface local oscillator concept (FSLO). The radar was able to measure ti 
cement block 20-cm thick with good signal to b a c k p u n d  noise ratio. About four 
cycles of d ~ t a  were obtained per sweep period, which would imply a minimum range o f  
npproximately 10 cm with accuracy of 5 cm. 
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Figure 3-31. Radar range reference to fmnt surface. 
The following experiments on signal process algorithms beneficial in target 
detec-tion were performed : 
1) Averaging multiple sample signals from a moving radar was studied. 'I'tlis 
technique was found to provide 8 substantial reduction of the number of false targets 
mld to materially increase the probability of true target location. Four to six samples 
were found to be required for clear target detection. Sample test results using the 
sippal processing techniques are shown on Table 3-6. 
2) Using a technique in which pre-bandpass filtering of radar data to exywted 
trlrget frequency location before AID conversion was investigated. For the cnsc of i l  
1 t o  4 GHz sy.stem being swept at 100 H z .  ti limit w n s  found at 300 to 1800 Hz. 
3) lntroc'ucing zero hertz filtering, the process of isoltltiori of the front tnrget 
by li~niting the amplitude, filtering, and heterodyning with the weaker rear (coal/ 
shale) signal to translate to a low frequency difference@ signal. wns also invcstigatcd. 
4) Using sampling windows for discrete Fourier Trnnsforms is multiplicution of 
11 time domain input function by n window function which i s  necessary to obtain a 
c1e:ir separation of two frequencies in a sih,all range of frequency differences (such ns 
frotit nncl mar tctrgets) . Both the ltHanning" and "Blackman - Harris" windows were 
tried . Tlle "Blnckman- Htwris" window appeared to give better results (tnrgel 
sel"lr:~t ion . 
TABLE 3-6. RESULTS OF LABORATORY TESTS (RADAR) 
5 )  In addition, a 2 to 4 GHz CW/FM radar using the front surface local 
oscillator (FSLO) concept was successfully laboratory tested with two large coal 
samples of 6.5 and 12 cm in thickness. Radar movement and the use of power spec - 
trol density averaging of four samples were required for consistent results. S~mple 
thicknesses were measured correctly approximately 80 percent of the time. The 12- 
crn coal sample required an aluminum foil backing for consistent target returns. 'She 
6.5-cm thick coal block could be measured with and without foil backing, Both 
.samples were old tldried-out" coal, and attenuation was a little less t a m  for freshly 
cut coal. 
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The concept of using the reflected signal from the coal fsce as the local oscillator 
has proved to be beneficial. Experiments using this concept (FSLO) have shown 
rn~rked improvement in detecting the weak interface with a minimum amount of masking 
from the strong front surface signal. The front surface signal is received, amplified. 
ctnd detected using a conventional diode mixer. The mixing process produces a 
difference signal that is directly proportional to coal thickness. The front surface 
signal is used as the local or .xference oscillator instead of obtaining this signal from 
n tap on the YIG output, as in previous designs. Zen, hertz filtering was found to 
be no longer necessary. Initial tests indicate a 3- to $-dB improvement over con- 
ventional FM /CW radars. 
6) A Front Surface Local Oscillator Frequency Modulated (SLOFM) radar was 
constructed in an effort to simplify the radar measuring process and to improvc the 
rod~r's ~bility to detect the weak signal from the coalishale interface. 
Target Dimendons 
25 cm 
6 cm 
12.5 
The conventional FM/CW radar used for coal thickness experiments (Fig. 3-32) 
consists 04 a zsdulation source (a 100 Hz triangular wave oscillator), which modulates 
11 radio frequency oscillator ( 2  to 4 G H z )  . Energy from the RF oecillator is also fed 
to balanced mixer. The signal emitted from the antenna travels to the coal and is 
partially reflected f r o m  the front surface back to a receiving antenna. The 8ig11ftl 
ulso passels thmugh the coal and is reflected at the coalfehale interface back to the 
Rdrr hba6Umaatt (an) 
I 
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Figure 3- 82. Conventional FM-CW radar. 
receiving antenna. ?he receiving signals are then detected in the mixer. The mixor 
output will contain frequency components relating to distance f r o m  the radar to both 
front m d  real (interface) coal surfaces. 
The improvements incorporated in the FSLOFM configuration (Fig. 3- 93) deter - 
mine coal thickness by subtracting the fxmt and rear (interface) ranges. Additionally, 
range is referenced to the mixer located within the radar. Since the local oscillator 
signal is obtained from the front wal surface, it wiU be mixed with the closest djffer- 
ence signal (in this case the rear coal shale interface). The difference in frequent 
thus is pr*oportional to the coal thickness. This radar configuration embodies the 
following advantages c . e r  a conventional FM ICW system : 
a) The coal thicknerjrs measurement is a direct output of the mixer end requires 
only a frequency- to-t hicknesa conversion. 
b )  The masking effect from the front surface return is eliminated since the 
front surface is no longer detected. 
C) Extraneous targets from electrical discontinuities of the transmitting antenna 
are removed. This is because no target information is  generated until after the front 
cool surface return orrives at the mixer to perform the local oscillator function. 
Additional laboratory tests to investigate the 2 to 4 G H z  radar's ability to 
measure coal thickness and to read or print out the thickness ikr a teletype format 
were conducted. The test samples were 6.5- and 12.5-cm thick coal and ti cinder 
block which was equivalent to 2.2 cm of wal. The radar performed well with correct 
rending6 approximately 70 percent of the tima. The radar used in this test serieu 
wrls t h ?  so-called "Orange Radar1' which 118s a teflon cover over the front. Tho cover 
L'IIIISCS ( !~\~pl i t lg  between tha t renudtting und medving antennae, thus defeating the 
front s~irface local oscillator principle. Therefore, the cover was removed for the 
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Fj,;yu~e 3- 33. Fmnt S-mface local oecillator . 
~ h v e  denwnstr;.~tions and tests. The "Orange Radar," in its prersent enclosure. waB 
consi<lc?red marginal for the VCS application as a result of the coupling. A new 
enclosure WRS designed, using two separate an tenn~ covers to elirrdnate or reduce the 
cwupling . 
However, when the radrlr was tested on the simulator using a coal mosaic as 
the target, the tests failed to produce reliable thickness measurements. The coal 
mosaic is made up of a "bric'.r sizew coal cemented together to form e. slab in steps of 
2 - ,  4 - ,  6- .  iind 8-in. thickness. This failure led to the search for a better and 
more representative target . 
A contract w m  awarded to Emerson and Cummings to fabricate an artificial coal 
dielectric material with electrical characteristics equivalent to Bruceton mine coal which 
would provide a more realistic target for radar tests. Fresh samples of coal were 
obtvined at Rruceton and measured at Emereon and Curndngs for thcir electrical 
characteristics. The measurements were made at 3.0 and 8.6 GHz. Emerson and 
Cummings measurements are reasonably close to those measured at MSFC. (MSFC 
0 = 3.75 and the loss tangent = 0.071.) 
The dielectric constant of a sample of shale from Bruceton was measured to be 
8.9. This measurement will give a shalelcoal dielectric ratio of 2 to 8 providing 
operntion tlbove the knee of the reflection cwve (Fig. 3- 34). The figure, taken from 
Von Hipple , represents the radar reflection vdrsua dielectric ratio and rrignal attcnuo - 
tion in con1 versus dielectric constant and 10s~. tangent 3 Gtiz. The shaded artm of 
Figure 3-35 represents the anticipated range of coal e1etctriw.J characteristics to be 
encountered. Substantial effort was expended to develop a detailed analytical mode! 
of the coal radar. Particular emphasis was in understanding the target amplitucl~ 
Figure 3- 34. Dielectric ratio of shalelcoal. 
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Figure 3- 35. Attenuation verrrue dielectric oonmtmt far various loss tangents. 
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frequency distribution. A fundamental problem encountered in use of the Fourier 
transform of the demodulated reiurn signal is that spectral lines Ue at discrete mul- 
tiples of the modulating frequency ; whereas the frequency difference between the 
transmitted and reflected signals is not, in general, en exact mt\ltiple of the nmdulat- 
ing frequency, and does not explicitly appear. Thus, a direct examination of the 
spectral distribution does not provide an accurate measure of the difference frequency, 
wluch contain8 the range information. 
Ilowever, it has been shown that the spectral envelope of a periodically repeated 
sinwoidiil time function is of the form sin x l x  . The possibility of obtaining the 
va!ue of the difference frequency by performing a correlation of the spectral line 
distribution with a sin x l x  function appeared attractive and was investigated. The 
results indicate that this approach is effective in identifying the difference frequency 
for the simple model that was amsidered. 
The next series of tests using the 1 to 2 ,  2 to 4,  and 4 to 8 GHz redar con- 
figurations was conducted in the BOM Bruceton experimental coal mine. The signal 
detection used was the conventional method in which a portion of the tr~nsmitted 
signal is used as a local oscillator for the received signal, and the second method was 
basebttnd detxtion that depends on the front surface return to act QS the mixing 
signal. 
Ttie test area in the mine was a ccvity cut approximately 12  ft wide and 4 it 
deep. The remaining coal on the roof of the cavity varied from approximately 3 to 
11 in. in thickness. Each radar was moved under the roof by a cart on rails. 
Station locations were marked on the cavity to identify where measurements were being 
taken. The cval thickness at each location was measured and recorded. The output 
of :he radars. along with station identification, was recorded ?or later analysis. The 
data wits anallyzed by processing 40 samples of the return to obtain one measurenlcnl. 
'l'hc e r n r  of the rneasuren~ent was then determined using the actual measured thick 
ness from the recorded station number. The mean error, HMS error. and standard 
deviation of the measurements were then plotted versus actual coal thickness. Figures 
3-36 and 3-37 are eelected from approximately 70 t d  runs as being representative of 
the best data. Figure 3- 36 represents a test that is CO~i&!red a fame. In the 
tests represented by Figure 3-37, the radar appears to be detecting the interface 
coal thicknesses less than 6 in. As can be seen by these figures, the error appears 
to vary linearly with coal thickness greater than 6 in. and to be constant for coal 
t\lickness less than 6 in. This indicates that something different (such as interface 
detection) is occurring for coal thickness less than 6 in. 
The success of the radar to accurately measure coal thicknesses did not meet 
expectations . 
tiowever, long-term future research-type investigations of Fhl ICW radar may 
proceed along the following lines : 
1) Developmen: of a method for determining the thickness of a layer ol' c.c?:\l hy 
cwmputing the difference between a frequency associated with the f ~ o n t  surfticc of the 
cot11 layer and t-i second frequency associated with the rear surface. 
2) 1dentific::tion and ctnracterization of various extraneous signals which COP- 
rupt the information-Searing signal and which degrade the accuracy of the frequency- 
differenc ,? computation. 
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Figwe 3- 37. The ermr ixr ranyo nwa~uromerrts (rrttlnr). 
3) investigation methods for minimixing the detrimental effect8 of the intort'er- 
ing s i p a \ s .  
I:j v s  hlct s mgttmli tig the return sigt~ttl ban the radar should ba rroogni mv!: 
1) The frequencies associated with the fmnt -surface tuld the rear-surface 
returns do nut explicitly appear in the epectrum of the return signal. Rather, their 
enorgiee are divided among the harmonica of the modulation frequency, except in 
certclin special ctlses , 
2) The return signnl from the rear surface of the coal iayer, for the maximum 
thickness to be meaoured. i s  very weak in comparison to the etgnal reflected fro111 t t ~ !  
front surface. 
3) Electricxil discontinuities, produced by various junctions in the signal flow 
paths of the system, produce reflections of the same type as those produced by the 
c u ~ l  surf~ces .  These spurious reflections tend to obscure information-bearing signals 
reflect~d from the coal surfaces, particularly those from the rear eurface. 
4) Multiple tranumisafon pcths in the space surrounding the radar also mntr8ib- 
uted spurious frequencies and tended to degrade the meaaurernent s. 
5) Imperfections in the performance of the system components, swh as the 
oscillator m d  the mixer. further corrupted the output signal and obscured the 
desired information. 
'Thc? not result of these conditions was a composite output signal in which the 
information-bearing one is ;ow anlplitude and must be extracted h m  a mixture of 
contributing sip;r.als. It must then be processed to reveal the desired infomnatiotr. 
In that r e g ~ r d .  the following prirclpaphs sum up the observations and cxpctg 
it!tlcc gnined during the radar investigations. 
t:r%et*.*v - Uifferet~ce Cornputtition : The nature of thc spectral distribution of 
the h t i % x u c ~ ~ ~ e s  makes direct observation of the front-surface and roar- 
riurfncc return frequencies imyractiml. Therefore, it is evident that the composite 
output sip1111 niust be processed in some way to derive the desired difference between 
t hc f r c ) t ~  t - Y ur face ~ n d  rear - surface frequencies ; hence, the thickness of the coal 
lnyer. A nlothen~aticnl pmcess for performing this function was devised. The pmccss 
involves tlw use of the nlagnitude of ten sequential harmonic Prequencies in the 
spectrum of the output signal. These Fourier coefficients consist of five sirnuitctncous 
linear equations hnving five unknowns. The set of equations is then solved for two 
of the unknown quantities ; and from these two quantities, the differences between the 
front surface and rear- surface frequencies are computed. I t  is assumed that (111 
interfering sihm~ls I ~ n v e  been sufficiently suppressed to permit an accurate wlutiolr. 
A Fortrrm prngrani for performing the computations has been written. and a l a r p  
number of test cases hnve successfully run on a simulation model. 
A Portrlul progrnnl was used to psrform the calculations since this provides 
flexibility. w d  the computer is readily available. Should this data processing be 
wmtnitted to hnrdware , +t could easily be implemented using an off-the-shelf micro- 
processor on n printed circuit card appmximstely 8 by 10 in. 
Characterization and Suppression of Interference Sources : Characterization of 
---- 
the spurious signal sources and methods for reducing their effects was investigated. 
lnlpedance mismatches which produce a voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) es low os 
1 : 1 : 1 produce intolerably high reflections. It is clearly impractical to appreciably 
reduce these discontinuities blow that value. It is fortunate, however, that their 
effects may be essentially eliminated by suitable choices of line lengths which place 
the frequencies of the interfering reflections outside the information passband. A 
test configuration using coaxial cables to simulate the transmission paths to and 
ttlrough the coal was constructed and proved very useful in identilying, characteriz- 
i r ~ l ! .  :111d eliminating .sources of spurious signals in the system. Effects of various 
impcctunce discontinuities, nonlinearities in the YIG oscillator, and undesirable effects 
in the n~ixer were isolated and studied. 
A n~ollocycle radar was fabricated using available components and tested using 
coal dielectric material received from Emerson and Cummings as the target material. 
Figure 3-35 is a block diagram of the equipment. The impulse generator  produce^ .-n 
in~pulse with a 70-picosecond rise time and a 200-picosecond fall time. This impulse 
was then fed to a horn antenna with a pass band of 2 to 6 GHz. The receiver WHR 
another horn antenna, using a sampling oscilloscope as a receiver and detector. 
Figure 3-39 is a recording of the signal. The first trace is the analog return signal 
as detected by the oscilloscope. The first set of "wiggles" is a result of the front 
surface reflection, and the second set of "wiggles" is due to the coaliblock interface. 
In this case, a 114-in. air gap was introduced to emphasize the interface. The 
second trace is a correlation between the front surface reflection and the entire 
reflection. The third trace is correlation rectified, and the last trace was produced 
by filtering the rectified correlation. The interface is easily identifiable. This is 
not :ul itcc~rate simulation because of the air gap. Figure 3- 40 is the same experi - 
rnent repeated with no air gap. Identification of the coal/block interface is now 
questionable. This alm is not accurate since t b  contrast ratio between coal and 
cement is worse than that of coal shale. 
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Figure .. -. 3-38. . - -. Schematic of arc impulse radar. 
Figure 3- 39. Signals (is:pulse radar experiment). 
'I'he results. while promising, did not offer a marked impmvement over the 
1%l/CW configuration. This effort was terminated, along with that on FMICW radars. 
in view of the more promising and less expensive natural background coal thickness 
sensor. 
1 5 Magnetic Spin Resonance 
Investigt~tions structured to evaluate the use of the principles of magnetic spin 
rcsotrrince (see iten1 2 of the appendix) to residual coal thicknese measurements were 
conducted at Southwest Research Institute under provisions of Contr~ct  N A S  8- 32606. 
Initial studies in the laboratory established the fact that coal and shale s:tmples. 
inserted into the core of a radio frequency coil which in turn w a s  suspended bctween 
magnetic poles, produced distinctive amplitude signatures and thus formed the bnsis 
for coal-rock discrimination. The problem faced by Southwest Research was to denloll 
strate thrit the same discriminatory measurement could be made in u mugnetis fic?ltl 
outside the core of the coil and at some distance above the instrument. 
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Figure 3-40, Signals (impulse radar experiment) 110 airgpps. 
Initially. a mathematical model was devised that permitted evaluation of ycirune 
ters influencing the measurement and allowed an ordered approach to  hardware d c s i p  
cwnsiderations. Specifically, the model relates range, resolution. cmd sensitivity 
viirintions with distance and pmvides the capability of evaluating these parameters. 
.4pplied to the apparatus described above, the magnetic field produces a bias field. 
No. The HF coil is used with an appropriate transmitter. receiver, and auxiliary 
:q'p;~rt~tus to detect electron magnetic response fmm the material mupled to  the m i l .  
'I'lle nlugrtetic bias field extends outward from the magnetic poles and can interrrct 
with unp:~ired electrons within the sample material to  produce nn electmn resonance 
clt a frequency, f . Tnis frequency is related to  the magnetic field by the 
relations hip : 0 
where 
y = gyromagnetic ratio of electrons (17.61 x 10 for free electrons). 
HO = particular value of magnetic field intensfty required for resonance ( p u s s ) .  
For free electmns , the value of the frequency (fo) is 2.8 r lo6 Ho; and if the 
value of lIo is 100 gauss, the EMR resonant frequency is 280 MHz. 
The field intensity. H ,  for a particular pole strength varies ae the distance 
iiwcly from the plane of the poles. Thus for a specific pole strength, the electron 
magnetic resonance frequency for free electrons would vary as a function of locations 
within the material. Adjusting the pole strength therefore allow forcing the elec- 
tron magnetic freq~ency to any desired value, to, at any location within the sample. 
Treating the pole strength as a controlled variable as a function of time, the particular 
field intensity. Ho, required for electron resonance at frequency fo can be made to 
sweep through the sample material. At  any one time, the exact field intensity, H(, . 
occurs along a line of constant flux density. 
Since the electron magnetic resonance energy absorption curve has a finite 
width, solne response will  be produced by electrons in material extending on each 
side of the exact Ho plot. The extent for a response equal to half of the center 
response is called a linewidth. The detection system model used for analysis makes 
use. therefore, of a bias magnet which may be varied in intensity to cause electron 
resonance for a particular operating frequency. fo, to occur at any desired region 
within the material. 
The RF coil and associated electronics detect the electron resonance response 
from the volume of material where the field intensity is within the electron ~~esonancc 
111i2ividth (about 5 to 8 gauss in coal) of the resonance intensity, Ho. Coal was found 
experimentally to produce a large response, while shale was found to produce only 21 
sr~lall response. A s  the field is varied, and the resoaim- value; Ho, is swept over a 
coallsh;lle interface. there will be an abrupt change in the detected amplitude of the 
electron resonance response at the interface. Similarly, an abrupt change in nmpli ~- 
tudc is obtained by a sweep across the coal surface, which may be used to define the 
location of the coal surface. Knowing the location of these two points (i.e. , the coal 
and interface surfaces), the thickness of the coal can be determined. 
A s  the investigations proceeded, it was decided to develop a transient type of 
electron megnetic resonance system, since this approach appear& to offer promise of 
providing u higher useful sensitivity and a means of overcoming the instability and 
proximity problems characteristic of the balanced bridge type of steady state design. 
The basic problem of this approach lies in the fact that an RF pulse of only a few 
nanoseconds duration is required. In application, the sample is exposed to two short, 
closely spaced pulse bursts of radiofrequency energy at a frequency "corresponding" 
to the mtrgnetic resonance of the electmns in the magnetic field. The response from 
the sample is a short burst of RF, which occurs at a time equal to the pulse spacjnq 
after the excitation. This response is at the resonant frequency of the electmns in 
the mmgnetic field and is typically very weak and spaced a few nanoseconds away 
from the second transmitter burst. 
A block diagram of the b a ~ i c  transient EMR system is shown in Figure 3-41. 
Effort was also directed toward the design, assembly, and preliminary checkout of 
the pulse sequencer, the radiofrequency generator, and the receiver (radiofrtquency 
~rnplirhr and detector). In this system, the radiofrequency generator provicies il 
pulsed output centered on a frequency of 400 MHz. The output format is in tho form 
of u double-pulse sequence to provide a spin-echo mode of operation. The length of 
etlch pulse may be adjusted over the range of about 25 to 40 nanoseconds, imd spnc- 
'ng between pulses may be adjusted over a similar range. It is expected that the 
repetition rate will be on the order of one megahertz or greater. The output power 
nv:rilablc f r o m  the RE generator (10 W peak) was believed to be sufficient for labora- 
tory demonstration of the transient EMR concept using a cod sample in a simple coil, 
and was considered sufficient for at least a short range thickness gauge. 
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Figure 3-11. Block diagram (transient electron magnetic resonances detector). 
The pulse sequencer, the radiofrequency generator, and the radiofrequency 
amplifier and detector were assembled in "breadhard" fcrm during this period nnd 
tested. The results of these teats indicated that circuit modifications were required 
to reduce the recovery time following the transmitter burst and to reduce the leakage 
of the signal between the transmitter and the receiver. 
'L'lle desired output from ths radiofrequency generator part of the transient 
EMH system was a pulse of radiofrequency voltage at R nominal frequency of 400 MHz. 
The pulse width waa 25 nanoseconds, and the rise and fall times on the order of 
3 nanoseconds. I t  ie further required that, during the time intervul when the EMH 
signal is received (25 to 50 ncmoeeconds following the trrrnsrnittor burst). t l ~  radio 
frequency voltage, other than the EMR signal, must be as new zem us poasible . 
'I'lle cia~plitude of m y  residual or spurious signal fmm the transmitter during this 
period must be small compared to the expected EMR signal level. Thie level it3 
typicttlly on the order of, or less than, one microvolt. 'i'he original dedgn did ~kot 
result in sufficient isolution, t\nd ~ t c p s  were tuken to improve the peribrmnnco. 
The radiofreqtiency generator was made sp of the components as shown in 
Figure 5- 42. The pulse of radio frequency begins as a MHz oscillator (tripled to 
400 M H z ) .  In the initial design, the 400 M H z  output of the tripler was directly 
connected to the phase splitter. The two output phasea, O0 and 90°, are both needed 
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Figure 3-42 .  Radio frequency generator component of the transient EMR eyslcn~. 
for the RMR detection sequence; and each is fed to a double balanced mixer that acts 
11s R gate wluch is actuated by pulses from the sequencer. The outputs of the two 
n~ixvrs are combined and amplified through a low-power amplifier and then through (1 
power amplifier. An output of 10 W into 50 ohm load was obtained during each pulse. 
To reduce the leakage between transmitter bursts, an amplifier md  a secolld 
gtltcd mixer wore added between the tripler and the phase splitter. This change 
significantly increased the onloff ratio, but the need for still further isolation was 
apparent from test results. Alternate means of obtaining the impmvod r e ~ u l t s  
involved using gated oscillators (MECL-111 NAND gates), but oscillation could not be 
obtained nt a suffidently high frequency to directly generate 400 MHz. However, by 
using d c l ~ y  lines for feedback, oscillation could be obtained at 280 M H z .  The rise 
time for the output from these oscillators was found to be 3 nanoseconds, while the 
fall time was 5 nanoseconds. The spurious signale of significant amplitude following 
the yulscs persisted for only 10 to 15 nanoseconds. 
The revised EMR "breadboard" system used a homodyne receivcr ivhich offered 
11 wide dynamic range and high sensitivity and was also tolerant of high levels of 
leakage signals at the detection frequency. These features reduced the requirement 
for comy lete e1:'mination of leakage from the transmitter between pulse bursts. 
A means of coupling the transmitter and the receiver to the sample coil using ti 
wide bandwidth power divider was found to offer adequate efficiency and bmod isola- 
tior] between the transmitter and receiver. 
1,nboratory tests were conducted using this modified transient EMH ltl)readbo~r<l" 
system on small samples of Diphenyl Picryl Hydrazyl (DPPH), a material rich in 
hydrogen ions in the sample coil. These tests were encouraging since it was the 
first timc an EMR signal detection was observed at such low frequencies (400 MHz) .  
Also, an alternate method of EMR detection using a dual frequency tcchtlique 
(Fig. 3-43) to achieve stability was considered, since improvements made to the 
transient EMR system were not considered adequate for an accurate coal-dept h measur - 
ing instrument. Limitations on further improvements were those of obtaining adequate 
separation of the transmitted signal from the desired EMR signal. This mixture of 
pulses results in the EMR signal being mixed with the residual trnnsmitted signal and 
limits available sensitivity since small changes in the tuning of the sample coil and 
variations in the material in proximity to the sample coil, greatly affect the phase and 
~mplitude of the residual signal. 
Means for minimizing the above effect were investigated and incorporated in the 
model. Since further improvements were not readily forthcoming, an alternate tran - 
dent approach ueing a self-detecting, pulsed oscillator was ev~luated . This approach 
uses R single UHF field effect trendator (PET) and is, earsentially, a separately 
quenched super- regenerative detector optimized for EMR applications. Tile pulse 
bursts generated by the oscillator have rise and fall times of rrpproximately 5 nano- 
seconds with burst length adjusted to be on the order of 40 nanoseconds. A repeti- 
tion rrite of 1.0 MHz or higher was found to be necessary for optimum results. 
Operation detector was based on the effects of the transient (FID) EMR signal on the 
decay cl~aracteristics of the pulsed bursts of oacilldion. The circuit of the det~vtor 
is very sin~ple cwmparsd to those previously used for transient EMR , and the results 
hr~vc b e o ~ ~  found by Southwest Research Institute to be superior in both inherent 
stitbility and usable sensitivity. EMR signal levels on the order of 50 millivolts were 
obtnined directly from the oscillator-detector when a sample of DPPH was placed in 
the coil. 
Figure 3-43.  Hlock diagram of dual frequency EMR. 
Further optimization and evaluation to determine the distance rmge  over which 
a cock1 sample mny be detected were also conducted. 
Tests conducted using e relatively homogeneous magnetic field showed ths 
capability of detecting blocks of ma1 at ranges up to 8 in. However, when a U-shapctl 
mrtgnet. 11s in a portable gauge, was used, the detection was Umited to a range of 
upp~~oximntely 2 in. In addition, the dynamic range of detection wus  less than 112 in. 
The concept of good isolation and sensitivity of the dual frequency concept hns 
been demoncltrated. However, it appears that considerable effort would be required 
to develop R magnetic field that is homogeneous over a useful coal-depth rrinze. Also, 
it is doubtful that such a field could be developed for a practical mine instrument 
within the time limits imposed by schedule cocstraints. This uncertainty, coupled 
with the emergence of more pmmising coal-thckness measurement systems, such as 
the natural background sensor, led to the discontinuance of the EMI' effort c~t 
Southwest Research Irlstitute. 
3.1.6 Acoustic 
The use of ultrasonics to measure coal depths was investigated under Contract 
NAS 8- 33093 with the Georgia I~s t i tu te  of Technology. These studies revealed that 
t h e  uttcnuation of sound waves by coal (Fig. 3-14) was of sufficient magnitude to 
preclude its use as a practicable depth sensor. in view of thzse findings, others, 
slrc~ 1 ns coupling of the transducers to the me! surface, were not exhaustively invest- 
igated or  modeled. 
The investigations began at Georgia Tech by designing a digital sine wave 
ge~lerr~tor for signal control and the use of matched traneducers (which were based 
on the ecl J cancellation concept). This experimental equipment eliminated the dis- 
ndvunttiges of using the pulse as  a test signal. Those disadvantages were identified 
ns follows : the ill-defined frequency spectrum, lack of an exuct phase control of the 
transn~itted and received signals. lack of identification of the beginning aild end of 
the pulse, and lack of adjustment capability of the pulse duration. 
The sine wave generator is a unique device allowing control of the frcquerlcy . 
cyclr?s, amplitude, and phase of a ~ i p a l ,  It pxoduces two sinusoidal bursts of sub- 
stantiully identical waveforms, but with an adjustable delay between their starting 
timeti. 
T i c  bwsts  are derived digitally from an external frequency standard (crystal 
clock), with a frequency of 5 M H z ;  the master frequency for sine wave t3ynthesis cun 
bc any irteger fraction of this clock frequency. The period of each cycle is ten 
times the rwipmcal of that integer fraction of the master frequency. The dura';oll 
of er~ch burst can be adjusted, fmm one to nine periods of ''.e waveform, in ~ t e p s  of 
one period. A delay counter is started coincident with the cjinusoidal waveform 
generator. Upon completion of this pre-set delay interval, a second sine wove 
genertltor is started, which then generates the same number of cycles arr there were 
in the first burst. The delay interval can be adjusted to any integer number of 
master c-lock cycles. Thus, the two sine wave bursts can be delayed by m integer 
m\rltip\e of 1/10 of a period of one einusoid. The three-decade delay counters allow 
Illc f:)t:~l doltly between tltc two burvtrr to be ne much tu, 99.9  cycle^. Sinusoitful 
ot~tput  I'rcquency , tire  lumber of cyclea in a t;urst, and the deiny between two 
succnc?..rsivo burst8 nlvz al! adjustable during the course of the experiment. 
MOTES: 
WYbEREO PLQCTOD PO)1Yn ARE 
CALCWATBD 11 - I-E-) I 
COAL THtCKNEIs (IN.) 4 - x  
Figure 3-  44. L.alculated curve= firted to neasured acoustic data 
'I'lle experiment was performed using a tank of water made of plexiglas md 
fitted with aluminum cylinders fop housing the transducers and an aluminum plnte fcr 
holding the suspended cosl sample. The aluminum plate extended across the width of 
the tank to prevent spurious diffraction effects in the received signals. 
The results of the experiments in which the attenuation coefficient was measured 
ure shown in Table 3-7, These values, with the exception cf that measurement for 
the 1.96 c m  slab (believed to be spurious), are in good agreement with previously 
puhiished values, as well as results obtained by MSFC laboratariev (Pig. 3-44). 
'l'ABLE: 3-7. PHASE mIX)CITY AND ATTENUATION CONSTANT FOR 
COAL MEASURED BY SUBSTITUTION METHOD 
'l'lie experiments performed by Georgia Tech confirmed the high attenuation of 
coal for ultrasonic waves which made their use as a coal thickness measuring instru- 
ment impracticable. The work was concluded in favor of the more reliable and more 
feasible natural background sensor as a coal-thickness measuring instrment for the 
vertical control applicrition . 
3.1.7 Hydraulic Drill 
i 
S~I I I I~~: : ;  
I' l l i < -k~~~*s ih  
1 $111 ) 
Application of hydraulic drilling to coal interface detection was investig~ted by 
D r .  David Summers, Director, Rock Mechanics and Explosives Research Center, 
Urliversity of Missouri at Rolla, Missouri, under the terms of grant NSC-8055 fsrtn~ 
Mars;~tlll Space Flight Center. 
The configuration selected for the hydraulic drill consists of r 114-in. dlameter 
pipe. whose length has been offset in such a way that, when rotated, the offset 
portion of the pipe transcribs a drcle of approximately 1-112 in. diameter. Ejection 
of water at 9.000 psi impinging upon a target of coal for 2 sec cut8 a cylindrical hole 
through it, to depths of about' 8 in. It was also found t h d ,  with target6 of shale, 
mindstone, and limestone, the jet will also penetrate 8 in.,  *moving an annular 
volume nf material, but leaving the central core. 
Speetl 
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A laboratory vedon of the device was tested, during which the cutting charac- 
tc!t*i~fic8 mentionod above were demanstratod on sample materials. 
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The sensing device considered for this application ie the optical range fi~lder 
used on the Konda camera, developed by Minneapolis-Honeywell. The range finder 
cses two mirrors for focusing and an integrated circuit for image comprieon, imposed 
iipon two sensor arrays. It produces an output voltage that ie mcudmum when the 
two images impirging on the detector are most alike. At that point, the integrated 
circuit also produces a step function voltage change thst,  by means of external control 
c.ircuitry, automatically positions the camera lens. It was proposed by Dr. Summers 
that ?he same signal nl used as a command signal. The range finder senses an 8-in. 
depth or the zero depth of a cored hole, thua effectively discriminating coal or 
non -cod 
A more sophisticated unit for testing coal and shale samples was fabricated. 
High-pressure water, mixed with a small amount of soluble oil, was provided by a 
triplex pump. The assembly was tested in the Jet Cutting Facility of the Rock 
Mehanics and Explosives Research Center. The working fluid was transmitted 
through a 0.5-iri. internal diameter high-pressure hose to a manifold. This manifold 
(1.6-gal capacity), designed to remove the pulsations from the fluid flow, also served 
as a point where the pressure cculd be monitored using a conventional bourdon tube 
pressure gauge. A high-pressure (30,000 psi burst) hose w a s  then used to conduct 
the fluid to the test stand. 
The test stand consisted of a table upon which samples could be placed above 
u rotary drilling system. The table was constructed with a shutter mechanism mounted 
under R central orifice on the support platform. The shutter, operated manually, was 
wed to control the cluration of the jet action on the target sample. 
The rotary drilling system consisted of a Harwood swivel coupling sup~lied with 
fluid by the flexible hose, to which a vertical length of high-preesu-e tubing was 
coupled to the cutting nozzle. The tubing (114-in. 1.D. , 9116-in. O.D.) was offset 
along its longitudinal axis so that, as it rotated, the ensuing jet would inscribe an 
annulus. Thx-e separate tubing sections were prepared so that the degree of 
eccentricity co. d be changed from 112 in. to 3/4 in. to 1 in. Rotation of the pipe 
was achieved through a spmcket and chain driven by a hydraulic motor. 
The *low of oil to the hydraulic motor was variable within a fixed range so that 
the speed of rotation could be adjusted up to 1,000 rpm. Four nozzles were used in 
the test progrsm having diameters of 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, and 0.0646n. The. nozzles, 
~lttached to the ~ n d  of the tubing using pins to ensure exact location for contour 
matching. were held in place by a retaining head. 
3ituminous coal samples were obtained from a strip mine in the Bevier seam in 
northwest Missouri. The samples were interlaced with lenses of pyrite. Samples of 
sandstone and shale from the overlay were also collected. 
The samples were cleaned to reimve loose material and made into specimen 
blocks 28-in. by  approximately 4-in. thick. The targets were prepared by placing 
ssndstone or shale in the bottom of a preformed wooden box upon which a block of 
coal was placed. To protect the coal samples from further weathering, a concrete 
hydrite mixture was then poured illto the box in quantities sufficient to cover the 
upper coal surface. The samples were cured for 3 days, after which the wooden 
frzlrne (box) was removed and targets allowed to age for 2 weeks. The protective 
~wncrete cover was rellloved from t k  coal surface before testing. 
In ~ddition to the targets prepared from samples collected f'rovi t l ~ c  Bevier seam. 
t we1 vt. targets were prepared using Bereu. sandstone, the underlying roc. nl~teriul. 
I'1wc1f of the rechnique depended upon demonstrrtti~~g that a water jet would cut 
out n c-ylindrical slug through the coal, but would not penetrate the overlying sand 
sto~lc. alb bl~ale. Therefore, initial verification tests werc performed. 
111 previous tests using Berea sandstone, it was found that the jet will cut this 
n~:ltc?r~trl nore readily than other rocks. It was therefore decided lo use this material 
to pc~rnineterize the jet characteris?iw required to cut a slot rather than a hole. 
111 the f l r ~ t  series of tests, three offset radii and four nozzle dinnwters werr8 
tcstcc!. Hcsuitu are slwwn in 'I'able 3-8.  I'he tests were performed over H 5-sec 
period irr order to give the maximum time for damage to the rock, and were perforn~ed. 
with thc exception of the tests with 0.064-in. diameter nozzle, at a jet pressure of 
10,000 psi. Because of the large nozzle diameter and the limittltions of the pump. 
the tests using the C.064-in. nozzle were carried out at 8,800 psi. 
The results of the tests revealed that the ltlrgest nozzle radius would cwnsis- 
tently cut an annulus in the rock rather than mrnoving some of the central core. 
wlt l~ouglt the stl~uller diameter jets cut an annulus even at the smallest offset ~ndir. 
of the c u t t i ~ g  arm. The first phase of the program could therefore be described :IS 
succeseful insofar as demonstrating that the water jets would cut a circle in tile 
whi!c leavixlg the central core intact. 
Additional tests were conducted using a standoff distance of 2.25 in. with 5 .set 
exposure times to determine what conditions were necessary for the w; jet to 
adequately penetrate the ma1 to ths overlay material and "slot" it whik .caving ad1 
of the W R I .  
*TAHT*I' 3- 8. INFLUENCE O F  JET PARASMETERS ON CAVITY CONFIGURATION 
The results of these tests (Table 3-9) showed that the smaller noszles vere not 
adequate to the task required. Although the 0.04-in. notale, for example, wafi cap- 
able of penetrating up to 6- 112 in. into the coal within the 5-aso period of the test, 
the requirements specified that the system be able to diecriminate (penetrete) up to 
8 in. of coal. It was therefore concluded &om these tests that it would be necessary 
to use the 0.064-in. nozde in order to cut through the required thickness of coal 
within the time fkame required. It was aim noticed that, in thdse tests uJng the 
smaller nozzle diameters, the jet would not cut a straight-walled cylinder through the 
coal. but rather the hole wuuld "conen toward the rear so that the 1-S/%in. diameter 
hole nt the surface was reduced to 1 in. at the bottom, producing an insufficient area 
at the interface tc permit slotting of the shale surface. 
TABLE 3-9. 6ET PENETRATION THROUGH COAL 
-- 
The tests weri carried out with a nominal 2.25-in. standoff kd #t m a -  
mately 750 rpm jet rotati~n speed on a nominal 1-in. eccentdc radius with 
R 5-see jet exposure time. 
a. Tests at 10,000 psi, apart from the 0.064-in. diameter nozzle where the 
pressure was 8,800 psi. 
Hole in Rock 
did not match the 
mck 
did not reach the 
rook 
did not reach the 
rock 
no significant 
damage 
did not reach the 
rock 
did not reach the 
rock 
no significant 
damage 
no significant 
d-ge 
did not reach the 
rock 
cored from 1.87 in. to 
0.3 in. 
2.75 in. deep slot 
2 
Hole in Coal 
- 
3 in. deep - did not 
remove 1111 the core 
3.25 in. deep - removed 
all core 
5.0 in. deep 
4 in. deeh - tapered 
from 1 . 5  in. to 1 in. 
2.25 in. deep - tapered 
from 1.63 in. to 1 in. 
4.73 in. deep 
4 in. deep - removed 
all coal 
6.5 in. deep - tapered 
from 1 . 5  in. to 1 in. 
2.?9 in. deep 
4 in. deep - removed 
all coal 
6.5  in. deep - removed 
all ooel 
L 
Test 
Number 
17 
18 
35 
16 
19 
34 
15 
20 
23 
14 
22 
Nozzle 
Diameter 
(in. )a 
0.02 
0.03 
0.04 
0.064 
A test was performed with the largest of the nozzles capable of operating at 
10,000 psi (0.04-in. nozzle) to determine the effects of varying revolutions on cutting 
depth and to determine if the jet could cut completely through the coal within an 
adequate time. These three tests described (Table 3- 10) indicated that, while the 
jet was capable of cutting through a 6-in. sample of coal within 5 see, the revolutions 
were not a factor in the achieving penetration, and that the jet was not capable of 
cutting to the necessary depth of coal when the exposure time was reduced to 3 sec. 
This confirmed the conclusion that t)le laryest nozzle diameter would be required for 
the test equipment, p.-titularly since it was noted that in all four of the tests the 
ltolc diameter was r e d u ~ l d  considerably with depth into the hole. 
TABLE 3-10, EFFECT OF TIME AND ROTATION SPEED ON 
PENETRATION OF COAL 
The tests were carried out with a 0.04-in. diameter nozzle, at a nominal 
rotational eccentricity of 1 in. , 2.25 in. standoff, at 10,000 psi jet 
pressure. 
5 
A s  a result of these tests, it was decided to conduet further tests examining 
the potential. benefits to be achieved by increasing the pressure of thc 0.04-in. 
diameter jet to determine whether, in fact, the jet could ?x made to cut through the 
8-in. of coal in 3 sec at an incxased pressure. A s  a result, three tests were carried 
~ u t  su~cessively at 8,000, 10,003, and 12,000 psi (Table 3- 11). It w a s  determined 
from these tests that the jets were still incapable of cutting a depth of greater than 
5-314 in. even at 12,000 psi. It was therefore concluded that the only alternative 
was to use  the 0.064-in. nozzle &.meter. 
. I Time 
An additional series of tests was  carried out at 4,000, 6,000, and 8,000 psi 
using the 0.064-in. nozzle. It was found that, for the 3-sec exposure at 4,000 psi 
(Table 3- 11) , the sample w a s  not completely penetrated ; however, at 6,000 and 8,000 
psi, the jet cut completely through the coal and into the sandstone in 3 sec. With 
a pressure of 8,000 psi, the jet noi only went through the coal, but also completely 
through the sandstone. In consequence, it was determined to carry out further tests 
reducing the exposure time to 2 sec. This was the shortest practical duration of the 
tests that could be performed with the system as constructed. Six tests then were 
carried out at a 2-sec exposure time with a 0.064-in. nozzle diameter and at various 
jet pressures. 
Rot at ional 
( r p m )  
83 5 
200 
835 
Run 
2 6 
27 
2 8 
At 4,000 psi, the jet cut only 4-112 in. into the coal; but in the first test at 
6,000 psi, the cut went completely througi~ the coal to the underlying sandstone. ti 
distance of some 6 in. Sindimly , where the tests were carried out with coal backing 
on shrrlc, within the 2-eec time and 8,000 psi, the water jet cut mmpletely through 
the coal and into the shale. In further experimentation, it was found that, with 
6,000 and 8,000 psi pressure, the water jet would completely penetrate through the 
(set) 
5 
5 
3 
Speed Depth 
(in. ) 
6.25 
6.50 
5.13 
. 
Comments 
hole tapered 
hole tapered 
hole tapered 
TABIAE: 3-11. EFFECT OF JET PRESSURE AND EXPOSURE TIME 
ON COAL PENETRATION 
coal into the sandstnne within a 2-sec time exposure. In both cases, the wate~ jvts 
~wmyletely renloved nll the coal.  but left the sandstone in a slotted condition. This 
result. it is felt. was consistent enough to verify the concept originally proposed. 
which w t i s  to use 8 water jet to discrimin~te between coal and shale and also to 
demo~lstrate that this could be dc:ie witlun a time short enough for the operario~l to 
k curried out on R Ionpall face. 
It tms bee11 cicmon.;trated that it is possible to penetrate through more t t ~ ~ n  
8 i l l .  of cod in less tlwn 2 sec. removing all the coal from the cylinder drilled o u t .  
but leavilig the central core present where the jet penetrates into sandstone. It ciul 
therefore be concluded that high pressure water jets can be used as a discrimirlating 
system between coal and the overlying roof rock in the manner proposed. Insofm as 
the pump at 0.800 psi put out 10 gallmin and at 8,000 and 6,000 put out correspo~a- 
ingly less fluid and the holes were drilled in less than 2 sec, the amount of water 
that would be required to drill each hole would be on the order of 1.3 quarts. 
Cut in Rock 
- 
did not reach rock 
did not r e ~ c h  mck 
no significant 
chanw 
did not reac!? mck 
marked rock 
3 in. deep cylillder 
left (to back of 
block) 
did rut reach rock 
slotted rock 
slotted rock 
shale backing 
disintegrated 
shale backing 
disintegrated 
slotted sandstone 
- 
Hurl 
Number 
:I 1 
2 9 
30 
34 
3 3 
32 
38 
3 5 
39 
3 6 
3 7 
40 
J 
Nozzle 
Utunwter 
(in. ) 
0.04 
0.04 
0.04 
0.064 
0.064 
0.064 
0.064 
0.064 
0.064 
0.064 
0.064 
0.064 
- 
J et 
Yresfiurc 
(psi 
8 
10 
12 
4 
6 
8 
4 
6 
6 
8 
8 
8 e 
'rime 
(SW 
3 
3  
3  
3 
3  
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
- 
0 
2 
Cut in Coal 
5.06 in. deep hole 
5 in. deep hole 
5-314 in. deep 
b l e  
4. i 5 in. deep hole 
6 in. deep hole 
6 in. deep hole 
4.5 in. deep hole 
6 in. deep hole 
8.38 in. deep hole 
6.75 in. deep hole 
6.75 in. deep hole 
8 .5  in. deep hole 
The hydraulic drill investiga:ions were terminated because no satisfactory tech 
niquc. for measuring the depth of t.ie hole, that is, the thickness of the coal, could 
be found. Also the water and its pressurization system was considered too com~lex 
Tor use as n coal -depth sensor for the vertical control system. 
, 
3.1.8 Surface Recormition Sensor 
The surface recognition ma1 interface detector incorporated two sensing devices, 
a penetrometer and two reflectometers, to identify surfaces. The penetrometer used 
the hardness of the test surface as a means of detection, and the reflectometer used 
surface reflectance as a means of detection. Both devices were incorporated into a 
single instrument designed and fabricated by MSFC (Fig. 3-45). 
For the penetrometer test, a shale sample was placed over one reflectometer, 
and non-coal was indicated. When it was removed, coal was indicated. The shale 
was moved about over the device continually during the portion of this test that the 
shale was over the device. This test was repeated 20 times with 100 percent correct 
indication (T able 3- 12) . 
The coal sample was placed over the reflectometer, and coal was infi4cated. 
The coal sample was moved a b u t  over the face of the device. When the ~ o a l  was 
removed, coal was still indicated. This test was repeated 20 times, with coal indicated 
at all times. After these tests, shale was again placed over the device; and non-coal 
was indicated, verifjdng that the device was still working. 
'fi 2 Integrated Tests (Using the Voting Circuit): Each system, impact pene- 
trometer, reflectometer No. 1 and No. 2,  was tested individually to assure proper 
operation. Then the wriditbu shown in TWe 3-13 were  impo8ed upon the surface 
recognition device, and the output recorded. Following these tests, each system was 
again tested separately. 
The instrument was not tested in situ; and, in view of the evolving ground 
rules for the longwall guidance and control system, especially the m f  non-contacting 
decision and the role of the sensitized pick in the control logic, this sensor was 
shelved. Kowever, it does successfully function in the surface recognition role and 
can be used for that purpose . 
3.1.9 The Vibration Sensor 
The vibration sensor was developed by the General Electric Company of 
Schenectady, New York, for the Bureau of Mines. It was designed to measure vibra- 
tions transmitted fmm the cutting drums with coallshale detection based on the higher 
vibration levels expected from cutting shale. 
Additional test data was required by the Bureau (later the Department of 
Energy) to more fully evaluate its operability. MSFC was requested to incorpor~te 
an in-mine test into the underground testing program to be performed on the sensi- 
tized pick by the General Electric Company. 
The instrument was added to the test configuration scheduled for Kaiser's mine 
itr Rt~ton. New Mexi.a, during late summer of 1980. The presence of a 
( 1 1  s t r ~ t u n ~  of rock within the coal) created a condition that interfered with the proper 

TABLE 3-12. RESULTS OF PENETROMETER TESTS 
'I'ABLl; 3- 13. RESULTS O F  SURFACE RECOGNITION TESTS 
Results 
(Indication on Readout) 
Non -coal 
Non-coal 
Non -coal 
Coal 
Coal 
Non-coal 
t 
'I'es t Snmplcs 
I:irca Hrick 
klre Brick 
No T:~rget 
(Not lling) 
('ot~l 
c'o,~l 
No Target 
(Notlung) 
o 1 ) c r ~ t i 0 1 i  of' t l i e  instrument. Meaningful data could nut he collected and the test was 
juc! gc?tl irlconclusive . No further tests were performed using this inetrumnt . 
N umber of Cycles 
1,000 (continuous) 
2.000 (on-off) 
1,000 (continuous) 
1,000 (continuous) 
2,000 (on -off) 
- 
1,000 (continuous) 
r 
I~e!7cctomctcr 
1 
C:onl 
Coil1 
Coal 
S i1:lle 
Shale 
C0i11 
S11:llc 
3 .  1 .  1 U Other Sensinx C o r i p t s  
---- --- -
Since the initial problem posed by the Bureau of Mines (Department of Energy) 
wlrs  t o  iaen'ify n mcnns or technique of locating the coallshale interface, a number of 
tnghnirlues rnking advantage of coallshale's physical and electrical properties were 
invest ipited . These either failed to satisfy known operational requirements imposed 
t jy thc 1:iining rnm~chinc or the characteristics of the shale andlor coal were not com- 
1 ~ 1 t  ihlr wit11 t hc ineasuring technique. 
Reflectometer 
R 2  
Coal 
Coal 
Shde 
Con1 
Con1 
Shale 
Shale 
Impact 
Penetrometer 
(I .P. 1 
Coal 
Fire Brick 
Coal 
Con1 
Fire Brick 
Fire Brick 
Cob1 
Result 
J 
Coal 
Coal 
Coal 
Coal 
Non -coal 
Non -coal 
Non-coal 
These techniques included mechanical drills and saws, electrical resistance and 
capacitance, and infrared . Thsse were subjected to laboratory testing and later 
discounted as practicable sensing devices. 
The mechanical saws and drills physically cut through the coal into the shale 
bed. Upon encountering shale, the resistance to the cutting action increased, caw- 
ing an incre~sed current to be required by the motor to maintain a given rate of 
rotation. At the point of increased current demand, the shale boundary existed; and 
the measurement of coal thickness read off a vernier. While the technique was suit- 
rible for stationury measurements, its use under dynamic conditions required a more 
complicated mounting frame to compensate for the shearer's movement, an arrangement 
which is not compatible with the design of the control system. 
f.:lmtrical resistance- and capacitance-measuring instruments required coupling 
hito the roof. In the case of electrical resistance, no discriminator could be identi- 
fied. In the case of capacitance measurements, the complexity of coupling into the 
roof and the practical problems of mounting and interfacing with the shearer were 
impracticable. Because safer, more reliable techniques of coal depth measuring were 
ovailuble, this method was discounted. 
Infrared was investigated, and no discrimination between wet coal and wet shale 
was found. 
A variation of the sensitized pick, in which a thermistor was mounted in t l c  
cutting bit. was investieted. It  was theorized that this arrangement could possibly 
detect the variations in rock- and coal-cutting from therm~l gradients caused by 
resist~nce of rock to the cutting action. Preliminary laboratory experiments indicated 
thrtt the operating principle was not feasible, in view of the cutting environment of 
the shearer. 
3 . 2  Cut- Followers 
A key eleri~ent of the vertical control system is the measurement of the distance 
f r o m  the hub of the rear and forward drums to the roof formed by the last and 
present c u t .  respectively. 
Four instruments were designed and evaluated to make the measurement: 
n~echanical arm, radar. acoustic device, and an optical measuring device. 
The  n~echanical arm was not adopted to the experimental mine configuration 
since it was considered vulnerable to damage from coal mining operations, and since 
it hc~d to be in physical contact with roof, thus interferring with mininq operations. 
In view of these wx~siderations, it was decided that a non-roof-contacting measuring 
instrument would be mcre desirable. 
The frequency modulated continuous wave (FM /C W ) radar technique for distance 
measuring was pursued as an in-house development at MSFC. The choice of this 
memuring system was made primarily because of the su.ccess of this technique in 
idrcrnft radar, experience gained by MSFC personnel in the CID (FM/CW) radars, and 
the imulediate availability of components and instrument ation for design , fabrication, 
and test of the radar. During the period of development, two models, based on 
operating frequencies, were fabricated and tested. They were tht 12 to 18 Gig8 Hertz 
((;Hz) model and the 35 GHz model. The higher frequency range ,.lode1 was adopted 
ill order to achieve a narrow beam width to flt into the exposed roof between the 
t'ront edge of the chock canopies and the coal seam. 
The 12 to 18 GHz radar contained a YIG oecilltltor as a signal murce. 'l'hie 
oscillator frequency is modulated to 12 to 18 GHz by a 100 Hz triangular wave farm. 
Figure 3-46 is a block diagram of the radar as originally designed and fabricated. 
It consists of two separate parts. The part shown at the top of Figure 3-45 is the 
transrnitterlreceiver section. A portion of the YIG oscillator signal is coupled to ti 
mixer by a 10 dB directional coupler. The remainder of the signal is transmitted by 
the horn antenna. The return signal that is reflected by the coal surface is received 
by the horn antenna and input to the mixer by a 3 dB directional coupler. The 
resultant signal from the mixer has a frequency component that is directly propor 
tional to the two-way air distance between the radar and the coal surface. The 
calibration constant of the radar is 80 Hz per centimeter of range. This is deter- 
mined by the FM /CW raciar equation : 
where 
f = frequency 
r = range in cm 
Arf - 6 GHz 
= 1 (air) 
The different frequency from the mixer is not zero for zero target range, 
because the electrical length fmm the 10 dB coupler to the mixer is not equal to the 
electrical coupler. In addition to the different frequency dile to the runge. other 
frequencies are present. The frequencies are due primarily to reflective form of the 
component mistakes and to false targets. The second part of the radar (lower portion 
of Fig. 3-46) contains a bandpaas fllter to select the desired frequency spectrum and 
a pulse-cmunting type of frequency detector that generates a voltage that is pm- 
portionnl to range. 
It~itial tests of the radar were very successful. The range error WRS less thnn 
2 pctvelrt over a dynamic range of 140 cm. The target used was a smooth surface 
wncrete block, Temperature tests were conducted on the various portions of the 
r ~ d a r  to determine error eources. One of the major error sources was the frequency 
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Figure 3- 46. Schematic, last cut follower radar. 
of the 100 H z  triangular wave generator. Imtially, this generator used an operntiannl 
amplifier in an integration configuration where external resistors and capacitors set 
the operating frequency. This generator was mpleced with a digital sweep generator 
consisting of an upldown counter and a 12-bit D/A converter. The frequsncy 
reference is a 1-MHz crystal oscillator. This change resulted in a sweep generator 
with excellent linearity and frequency stability. 
The radar was tested above ground on the Joy Longwall shearer at thc Hruceton 
facility with results shown in Pigum 3-47. This data was recorded while the n~achine 
triimnwd along the face. As can be seen, the recording appears quite noisy with 
some signal dropout. Upon close observation of the machine while it was moving 
under the ledge, it is estimated that the LCF was moving vertically 112 to 1 in. petik- 
to 1)cuk because of the machine's motion. In addition, the surface mughness of the 
roof varied 112 to 1-112 in. Considering the above, it is not unreasonable to expect 
the u l s m t h e d  radar data to appear noisy. It is therefore judged that signal vuris- 
tior~s of those in Figure 3-46 of approximately 2 in, or less could be considered real, 
and t?lose measurements greater than 2 in. considered signal dropouts. 
F 3-47. Bruceton test results last cut follower radar. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
The data used to plot Figure 3-48 wau obtained from data recorded by the 
HP9825 systerr controller. During these tests, the HP9825 eampled the radar signal 
once per second and stored the information digitally on magnetic tape. During the 
initial testing, the detection electronics provided no smoothing or filtering of the 
output data. In order to simulate smoothing, the data stored on the magnetic tape 
was weighted to simulate 4-, 5-, 6-, nnd 20-eec samdMng. -@I*- i;T#'ir a plot of 
the smoothed data. Each plot was intentionally offset vertically to allow easy corn- 
parison. It wae iudged that u 4-sec smoothing would be sufficient ti? provide an 
average measurement and avoid signal time delays that would significantly reduce the 
effectiveness of the control system. Figure 3-49 is  the reeults of a test with and 
without 4-sec smoothing. The step in the roof at approximately 60 ft into the run 
wus  actually nle~sured to be about 7 in. ,  which compares favorably with the rc~dtrr's 
output. 
Figure 3-48. Radar cut follower Bruceton test r e~u l t s .  
After the inititil testing, it was decided to modify the LCF to provide signal 
smwtMng.  I n  order to implement a simple change in the field, a 4 sec RC filter was 
~ d d c d  to thc signal detection elc~tmnics. Figure 3-50 is a plot of the LCF output 
during a test. Notice that the apparent jitter or noise is greatly reduced franl th4it 
of Figure 3-47. The roof had been cut between the two teats, accounting for the  
different roof profiles. 
Snlo-thing or low pass filtering of the radar output is considered a reasorlnhle 
way to provide n measurement of the average roof surface. Subsequent veroiolia of 
thc radtlr included data smoothing. The pmblem of signal dmpout we6 more complex 
and required moderate modification of the detection electronics. The principal causes 
Figure 3-49. Radar data teat No. 1 Brr)r:eta1i tcst. 
Ngum 3-30. Radar data test No.  23 Bruceton VCS Test 
of signal dropout were identified as the lwk of gnal return fmm the roof surface 
md the multiple returns fnrn the roof surface. Lack of d ~ - d  fiturn is caused by 
the tingle of incidence of the radar beam to the roof surface deviating from normal 
md by the roof surface roughness causing a non-specular return. 
The frecl uency - to-voltage wnverter of the radar was redesigned to essentially 
eliminste or significantly reduce errors due to signal dropout and multiple returns. 
Presently. the frequency-to-voltage converter is a pulse-counting type followed by a 
4-sec time constant RC filter. The effect of zem-crossing errors is greatly reduced 
by the filter. The accuracy of the radar, however, is directly proportional to the 
zero-crossing error rate. It is intended to b-clude a signal amplitude detector that 
will allow return processing only for signals that exc& a determined level. In this 
case, the frequency would be determired on the basis of period measurement or by 
frequency measurement of an oscillator that is phase-locked to the radar's amplitude 
gated difference sigzlal. 
The R F  portion of the 35-GHz radar differs from the prototype 15-GHz radar 
in two ways. First, the nominal center frequency was changed from 15 GHz to 35 
GHz to allow for physical size reduction. Second, the sweep range was decreased 
from 5 GHz to 3 GHz. This reduction was necessary since a circulator with a 5-GHz 
band width was not readily available. This bandwidth will result in n slight 
reductioll in range resolution, since resolution is proportional to sweep range in the 
detection method used. 
I t  was decided to put the radar in a previously MSHA-certified enclosure used 
for the 15-GHz radar in order to minimize the time required to obtain MSHA certifica- 
tiox of the radar. This decisior. plsced special consideration upon the antenna. The 
radar required an R F  transparent ~pening or "rrdcmwave windowfT to albw the radio 
rrecluency energy to be transmitted out of and received into the enclosure. A survey 
was made of tile MSHA-approved optical windows that rvodd meet the electrical 
requirement of a miclvwave window. The windows that were available are made of 
pvrex or plycarbonate. The p o l y ~ ~ b o n a t e  was judged to be the more suitable, since 
it has been previoiisly used successfully as the dielectric material in dielectric lens 
antennae. The antenna and its performance are considered to be the most sensitive 
part of the 35-GHz radar. 
The first test of the 35-GHz radar at the ::rlI,F at Bruceton was not satisfactory 
in that data appeared to contain dropouts. It was determined that, at times, the 
mdar sign& return from the dielectric lens of the antenna was g r e ~ t e r  than thc 
r e t ~ r n  from the targct. During these times, the radar would attempt to measure the 
lens distance, since the detector has th . stmng signal-capture effect common to most 
frequency modulation detectors. Figure 3- 51 depicts the strong signal-capture ratio 
of t i e  FM detector. One signal was kept at constant frequency and amplitlide 
( 1000 Hz).  The other signal's frequency was varied in steps. For each step, its 
mp'itude has varied from 112 the amplitude of the i000-Iiz signal to twice the 1000- 
142 signal. A s  the second signal's amplitude was varied, the detector output was 
recorded. In Figure 3-51, the hrimntal &xis is the ratio of the amplitude of the 
second frequency source to the amplitude of the 1000-Hz source. The vertical axis 
is the output of We detector. Nctice that the detector output completely igwzres ;he 
weakcr sigrlal when the rates are greater than two. 
Analysis ;.I .he radar return signals showed the frequency generated by the 
lens rsturl~ was ap?roximately 300 Hz. The radar has a ba?dpass fllter prior to 
detector consisting of a f o ~ r  pole-bgh pass at 1000 H z  and a two-pole-low pass tit 
Figure 9- 51. Frequency /voltage versus frequency /average amplitude. 
5000 Hz. The four-pole-high pass section was changed to an eight-pole configuratk~n 
to obtain a larger reflection of the 300-Hz signal. A second test of the radar was 
performed at the Bruceton MLF facility with the modified filter. This test w:rs con- 
sidered very successful. 
The horizontal axi:~ of the p a p h  in Figure 3-52 is the down-face distance of 
tile o a l  cut test block. The vertical axis is the output of three different sensors 
incttsuring approxi~nately the same roof profile. The tcp trace is from the acoustic 
sensor, the mitidle trace is from the 35-GHz radar. and the bottom trace is from n 
mechanic& folIo.uer. For all practical purposes the traces are identical except at the 
60-ft mark. At this point, the roof had a slab of stymfoam to simulate n void 
(repredented by a change in density). Because of the low loss rlnd low dielectric 
constant of the foam, the rhdar measured through the foam. Recen+ tests of a second 
radnr conducted by Foster-Miller Associates, Inc. , at the MLF facility pAwduoed tlic 
samc. results (Fig. 3-59). 
Neither cf the modified 35-GHz or 15-GHz configurations were found to be 
satisfactory: h t h  were subject to signal drop-out when tested under water spray 
and d w t  conditions at the Braceton mock longwall test facility. In view of the 
envimnmental coi~ditions that interfere with t b  continuous measuring cupability of 
the radtlr. it ~ m ~ a o t  be used as a primary cut follower within the verticrli control 
systcm. 
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Figure 3-52. Roof profile measured by acoustic, radar, cnd 
mechanical sensors - Brucetcik test. 
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Figure 3-  53. Comp;riscn of acoustic and radar profiles. 
Foster-Miller Associates, Inc. , procured a commercial transducer f r o m  the 
Industrial Systems Division of Wesmar in Seattle, Washington, and odaptcd it to the 
measurement of the excavated ma1 seam's profile. The signal f r o m  the transducer is 
dlrccttd aong the horimntal axes, striking a deflector plate which rotates the signrtl 
90 dcgrc=s ~ n d  irects it upward to the roof. The return sigr~al foll(~ws the sal~lle 
pt~rll n i ~ c l  is picked up by a receiver. 
Initial tests at the Eiruceton mock longwall facility (MLF) were satisfactory. 
measu 'ing the  roof p d i l e  to an accuracy of 2112 in. (Fig. 3-54). This cwnfiguration 
of t l ~ !  ; I C O U S ~ ~ C  sensor with the 45 dsgrees deflector plate and high signal power level 
( i i ~  compared to the radar) was found to be insensitive to the dust and water sprttys 
present during MLF tests. 
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Figure 3-54. Comparison of -ustic and optical cut followers. 
Thiz acoustic follower is well suited as a distance mea. *ring device: It is 
co~nnrcrcially available m d  relatively inexpensive ; it is durable and reliable. docs not 
require extensive signal processing, and is unaffected by extraneous acoustic sourccs. 
J t  also has 'he advantage that it measure= an average distance to an irreg~ilar sur- 
face. thereby avoiding the rapidly and constantly changing signals which can result 
fmn! it rough surface if the sensor's resolution is too great. 
The optical cut -follower, Figurer 3-55 and 3- 56, was developed by Scientific 
App;icatiuns , Inc. , of Hunt svll!e, Alabama (NAS 8- 33700) , aith technical support from 
Adjunct Systems, Inc. It operates on a triangulation conczpt in the following manner. 
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Figure 3-  55. Optical last cut follower, top view. 
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Figure 3-56. Optical last cub follower, side view. 
An objec*ive lens images the last cut onto a focal plane whzre a narrow slit is affixed 
'- n photodetector and placed :o limit thc field of view to a small slice across (trtu~s- 
vcrsc to) tile last cut and directly above the device. The field is as close to thc? 
shearers's cutting drur as practical 
. incandescent light beam (from R miner's lamp) is reflected from a rotating 
mirror tllounted 15.24 cm from, but at an eqwl elevation to,  the principal plane or 
the objective lens. The light beam is reflected from the mirror toward the roof so 
th;il the light heam scans along the surface of the last cut as the mirror rotates. 
When thc warn falls within the field-of-view , the photodetector responds with an 
out put electrical pulse. 
?' lie mtating mirror is equipped with an incremental optical shaft rotation 
encoder, desiped to produce 2,000 pulses per revolution. At a pre-set point in tllc 
n:irrorls rotation, a counter is activated (Fig. 3-57). The munter continues rccwrd 
in g pulses until a pulse is received from the 'photddetector indicating the instant the 
light beam has crossed the field-of-view. Trigonometric relationships allow thc 
~wmputution of the last cut height above the objective lens. This distance, rldded to 
rl ccnstant associated with the offset in vertical and horizontal between the objective 
iind the center of the cutting drum, provides the height to the last cut. A fu~lctionul 
schr!rnnlic of the optical last cut follower is shown in Figure 3-37, 
' 1 ' 1 1 ~  elwtronic system does not use a microcomputer to perform the trigunon~etric 
ci~lct~l;~tion. Sinm the total number of resolution elements over the complete rangc of 
cq)c~*t~tions is only 4(45 - 17) = 112, and the relationships are constant for nny given 
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Figure 3- 57. Functional schematic of converting process and 
transmitting electmllics . 
height, the answers associated with each count can be pre-stored in n "read-only" 
memory. 'I'herefore. the system need only rotate the mirror until the beam is 
cletected , at which time the encoder count is used to address the memory, extract 
?!;e answer. and conction it for transmission to the controller. 
The instrument. weighing 45 lb,  is ]loused in an explosive-proof box, meas111.ing 
6 in. by 5 in. by 10 in. , and is mechanically and electrically competible with the 
mounting connections used for the radar cut - follower. 
The olensured perfo: lnance (Fig. 3- 58) indicates a 1 I? 6-in. accuracy. 
The  instrum* .I? has also bcen tested at the Brweton mock longwall fttce. mo~rritcd 
on the .Joy longwall shearer. 
'Chc results of the Bruceton tests are shown on Figures 3-54 through 3-59 
dzpicting the roof profile measured while the Joy shearer was cutting. The curves 
nre displnycd with an accompanying acoustic measurement (offset ) for corny:it.ison. 
Notice thllt tile optical curve follows the acoustic curve with n surprising degrco of 
accur:icy. A l s o ,  some dust Ldildup was observed on the surface of the optical lens 
during cutting. Means of resolving this problem are under investigation. 
Figure 3-58. Acceptance test results, optical cut follower. 
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Figure 3- 39. Comparative lest results, optical and acoustic cut follower. 
4.0 GUIUANCE AND CONTROL STUDIES 
Scction 2.0 p v c  n description of the guidance and control problems and then 
went on to indicate the solutions that evolved. Before these solutbr.8 were atloptcd, 
Irowever , they were analyzed exhaustively by mat hematic~l modeling, computer 
lution . and hybrid simulation at the Bruceton mock longwall face (MLF) . Altiuugh 
Cullsct~le uutomatic control of the horizon has not yet taken place underground. there 
is no docbt that the performance will be acceptable. This statement is based in part 
on the simul~tion tiwt has been done over a period of several years, but mostly on 
the tests of sensors done underground. principally the Natural Background Sei~sor 
( N N S )  clnd thc sensitized pick. 
The simulntions have included all parameters which could influence the guidance 
~ l l d  ~v r~ t ro l  f the drum, and they have had Monte Carlo simulations where npp1ic:ible. 
One such parameter tnut indisputably holds a central pnsition in this respect is the 
hte~metry of the boundaries of the coal seam, i.e. , the mallrock interfaces. Are the 
average curvatures of the surfaces sufficiently small that it makes sense to speak of 
e sensor tracking the interface and thereby affecting the control of the drum? Are 
the roof and floor interfaces closely related to one another in terms of parallelisnl and 
correlation? The answers to these and other geometrical queetions were found by 
statistical analyses of raw data obtained from measurements of the profiles of sevezal 
mines. The answers can be summarized thus: The floor and roof interfaces are 
generally parallel to one another and undulate in unison [ 141 , and the curvature is 
generally hmtlll enough that it is reasonable to speak of a sensor making measuren~ents 
in order to oontrol the roof drum. And in the control of the floor drum, the roof 
and floor surfaces are sufficiently correlated so that adequate floor drum control con 
be uchieved b.1 controlling the floor drum to be a constant height from the roof drum 
cut. These st,?tistical characterizations of the j.nterfBces were incorporated into com- 
puter programs so that simulation could be realistically accomplished. Genernllv. the 
simulation included the following features : 
i t )  Detailed ~llodelillg of the mine geometry incltlding actual interface profiles 
imd techniques for :~enerating statistically similar coal/shale interface pmfileo fmm a 
given initial pmfile ~vhich is used to give realistic results when multiple passes are 
made. 
b) Detailed geon\etricr\l model of the shearer including its location along, and 
oricnttltion with respect to. the face. 
c)  Technique for ~etermining the actual track that would result when laying 
5-t't conveyor sections along a mui~hly cut bottom. 
d ) Detailed non- linear representation of shearer actuator dynamics including 
the liydrclulic coupling bctwee I the two ranging arms. 
e )  Detailed representation of the nucleonic and natural radiation coal interface 
detectors, including the nonlinerlr calibration curve@. Poisson distributed sensor 
noise, md uir g ~ p s .  
f )  Complete representution of coal /shale prebence sensora , including a proh 
abilistic representation of their oorrectness. 
4) Complete I.E-presentation of last and present -cut fatlarrrs, 
h)  Modular hierarchical control law dgorithrn that is able to accommod~te n 
variety of sensor complements and control law implementations. 
In computer simulations like these, the hypothesized sen.sors and their locations 
arc just that : hypothetical ; and the configurations are guided by, but do not 
necessarily conform to, totally realistic requirements. More realism was introduced 
by actually using a shearer located on the mock longwall face at DOE% Bruceton 
fticility. The composition of the longwall block-cap of cement - simulated coal of a 
mixture of crushed coal, cement, and fly ash - proved to be satii;ftictory for many 
of the tests, although there was a tendency for the artificial coal to be milled rather 
thnn frr~ctured, the observed process that generally takes place underground. In the 
tests of' the sensitized pick on the MLF, i t  was found that the pick showed little 
difference in strain when striking the zap and artificial coal. 
The tests on the Joy machine represented an instance where the entire horizon 
control of both drums of the shearer was under computer control. Because of the 
thoroughness with which the investigations on the sensors and their characteristics 
had been carried out, as well as the thoroughness with which the computer sirnuls 
tions had been done, the mechanization of the shearer was relatively straightforward. 
Tests were carried out using, in various applicable combinations, the sensitil;ed picks , 
mechanical, electromagnetic (radar and visible light ) , acoustic followers , and a down- 
fiice distance sensor. Tests were also conducted where the shearer trammed but no 
cmal was cut ; these tests, which did not involve the sensitized picks, saved the coal 
face, but at tthe .- same time, incorporated - -- the shearer geometry and dynamics. 
5 . 0  FACE ALIGNMENT SYSTEM (FAMS) 
5.1 Angle Cart Development 
'l'he yaw und roll planes were to be controlled by the face alignment sybiton~, 
thc second major control system defined during the longwall shearer @dance and 
LYNI trol dcvelopment . 
Details of this dcvelopment are to be found in the MSFC progress reports (121, 
its well as in Hendix reports [9], and in the Benton Corporation reports [19, 201. 
After the idea of using a directional gyroscope was discarded, the concept for 
fi~ce alignment measurement had its origins in ~bserving that the forward movement 
of' the shearer was constrained by a sequence of tracks or pans forming a flexible 
1~1th along which the shearer rode. The pans were pushed forward as the chocks or 
roof supports were moved, following the shearer's passage along the face. Movement 
wtls halted when t3e pans encountered the new coal face. Thus, the ptrn line itself 
reflected the azimuth of the face. Any obstruction - large steps in the floor, large 
rocks, or cwol - could stop the forward pan movt?rn*nt prior to its encountering the 
uctuul coal seam's exposed surface, causing a faulty azgnment of the pans and, hence, 
;in uncven cut by the shearer. However, if the space between the coal seam and 
forw~rd pan line was smooth and contained no major obstructions, the proper align- 
ment of shearer ~ n d  seam surface was attained. Thus, the idea of ueing the pan 
line us (1 measure of ~lignment was evolved. 
Mat hematically, the procedure was trigonometric. Knowing the tw end points 
i t t  the headgate and tailgate, measuring the angles formed by adjacent 5-ft par1 sec- 
tions, ,and knowing the distance from either reference point frvm which these angular 
mcnsurements were made, an actual trace of the pan line, hence the contodr of the 
twul face, could be plotted. For automation, the computer used to process the data- 
cmllected could command each, or a group of, roof supports to advance and execute a 
"dress-righttleft-dress" command. This metered movement was possible by control of 
thc hydraulic pressure that activated the rains which pulled the chocks forwnrd. 
The initial step was to set up a laboratory test by which the feasibility of the 
idc;t could be tested (Fig. 5 -  1). Results of tne laboratory tests (Fig. 5-2) were 
cncourtiging and led to the decision to redesign the instrument for testing at the 
nwck longwall ftrcility in Bruceton using the Joy shearer. A design and fabrication 
contrrict (NAS8-33209) was awarded to the Benton Corporation for test hardware that 
could bc appropriately mounted on the Joy shearer. The test results (Fig. 5- 3) Here 
satisfactory, proving that the concept did in fact measure the alignment of the pans 
snlisfi~ctorily. However, the location of the equipment on the rear of the Joy shearer 
wrls not satisfactory for w e  on an operating face. Thue, the equipmilt w a s  relocated 
ttnd integrat~d into the center body section of the Joy shearer (]Fig. 5-4). Retesting 
of' the reconfigured hardware produced unsatisfaclor;~ results arising fmm the 
sl~cltrer's forces bearing upon the uns~pported vertical portioqs of the pan sections 
(I'icotrack) and distorting the plane of reference. Design modifications were initiated 
which. in essence, eliminated the skids that moved along the surface f the Eicotrack, 
rcplucin~ them with ch~nnsls  that caped the rack. This arrangement eliminated dis- 
tortions ~risirlg from the irregularities of the ~rertical surface introduced by stresses 
f rom the s5eurerVs drive mechanrsm. The configuration was designed ayedficelly for 
i ~ t e ~ r n t i o n  i to nn Eickhoff 300L shearer, since it was found to be the type most corn- 
rnor~ly used (I:ig. 5 5 ) .  The mini-hardened hardware is shown on Figures 5-6 ~ n d  5- 7 .  

Figure 5- 2. Yaw measurements, simulated coal face measurement. 
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1.igu1-c 5 -  3. Frtce rtlignnlent measurement, Bruceton test rcsitlts. 
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i t  5 $1. Sch~nlt i t i~'  lnyout , opticnl tilihmment instrument. 
in- nine testing on an operational longwall shearer. The time element ruled out tiny 
mluipment t h ~ t  would require MSHA certification. Using the light fmnl a miner's 
lanip us u reference, dove prisms to transform measurements to two planes, a mechan- 
ical drivta mectrrmism, and a film on which the signals would bo recorded, nn nlignnletlt 
itkstrumcnt was assembled. The signal reflected h m  the shearer by ti retmreflector 
~nountetl in e housing that rode along the rack, producing periodically interrupted 
~r!ttrrll signals that were recorded as l'points1' on the flltn ( F i p .  5- 9 and 5- 10). 'l'he 
film rctwrd is shown in Figure 5-11. Photographs of the actual hardware ure shown 
In Figures 5-12  rinu 5-13. 
Fig-\ire 5- 10. Retroreflector housinp. optical alignment measuring syetem. 


6.0 CONC1,USIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
6.1 Vertical Control System 
Begun in 1975, when relatively little wm known about the possibilities of auto- 
n~atically controlling the shearer, the program has advanced to the point where many 
of the 1975 unknowns are now known. Many approaches to the automation problem, 
including guidance and control schemes, thet appeared promising in 1975 has beell 
abandoned after thorough investigation showed that,  even though in principle they 
could be made to work, in practice, they were not hcd?h, 
As the prograin progressed, it became apparent that the horizons of the drums 
could be automatically contrclled by sensors and a computer and, in amst cases, more 
efficiently than by a human controller acting alone. Inasmuch as thie program was 
investigpting a new concept, the above conclusion was not the result of lowering tin 
nim, but WRS rather the conclusion demanded by the technological, economic, and 
physical constraints. 
A necessRry part of this program was to determine present manual practices and 
to evulunte the user's interest in automatic horizon control. There was almost ulways 
an interest in the aims of the program; but ,  more often than not, there was a specicll 
interest in some aspect of the program. For example, there are several instances 
where the cwal falls away freely from the roof, and there is no need for a sensor to 
cietcct the roof being struck; but the operators have trouble controlling the 3lcvution 
of the floor drum. In these cases, they are interested in a subsystem of the entire 
system. The system has evolved so that a selection of sensors, which can accomplish 
ti particu!ar job, can easily be usecl. In other words, if an operator wants to control 
the roof drum only, n package i s  available to him, e. g. , a computer, o natural back- 
ground sensor, an acoustic distance sensor, and an arm potentiometer. At this 
point, contml can be done one of two ways : automatically, with the computer issuing 
commcinds to the drum; or manually, with the computer furnishing instructions to the 
operator. Recause of the ease of implenientatim , there has been wide interest in t lc 
latter approach. an R P P ~ O R C ~  which entails minimum interface wit11 the shearer and is 
somewhat easier to install. If this requirement were apt to be common, then u. com- 
puter with somewhat less capability, and consequently cheaper. could be used. This 
requirement led to the development of the display/processor using a hand-held pro- 
grnmtnnble con~puter described earlier. On the basis of this observation, it was con- 
cluded that future work in the automation area should place adequate emphasis on the 
opertrtor-~ssistcd mode in order to meet the particular requirements of a mine. Behw 
clre listed the sensors. und a precis of their characteristics. which have beer1 retained; 
followed by the sensors ~ h u c h  were rejected. 
6. I .  I Sensors Retuined 
6.1.1. ! Nnturnl Background Sensor (NBS)  
The NRS enjoys a n  accuracy which is omple for horiwn control. Accuracy is 
aeloctnble in that it depends on the chosen crystal size and on the durptfon of the 
count; the longer the w u t ,  the higher the accuracy. Processing of the counts and 
conversion to thickness. or to an error  signal, are straightforward. Tests of the 
NBS have shown if to be reasonably rugged, but care must be taken to control the 
humidity . Cost of the NRS is reasonable. 
ti. 1 .  1. 2 Acouetic Distance Sensor 
'I'llis senmr llns excollerlt accuracy (approximately 21 in.) and is relatively 
ir~expensive, since it  uses a unit which is being applied commercially. It is irnlllune 
to outside disturbances, but instances have occurred where the entire unit has been 
tfi~locfp?d from its location because of falling deb r i~ .  However, it is believed tf~trt it 
can be r~dec~uately protected. 
6.1.1.3 Sensitized Pick 
Extensive statistical analysis of in-mine tests show that, for the combinations o f  
coal nnd rock tested, the sensitized ,~ick can distinguish between coal and rock a 
usably high percentage of* tima. Thhs peruent age. can be increased by increaeing the 
amount the sensitized pick extends above the normal picks. Two approaches are 
trvaili~blc in terms of supplying power: the pick and mounting block are self -conthinec!, 
wi th  the aounting block containing a battery and a transmitter; or power is fcd imd 
infornt~ction received by means of slip rings. 
6.1. 1 .4  Downface Distance Sensor 
A ~nulti-turn potentiometer provides suitable accuracy. 
6.1.1.5 Arm Potentiometer 
This  is n standard potentiometer and presents no problems. 
6.1 .2  Sensors Which Were Rejected or Need Additional Work 
6.1 .2 .1  Nucleonic Sansor 
This sensor uses a radioactive source for gamma rays and R sodium iodide 
crystill to detect them. For acceptable accuracy, it requires no air gap between the 
coal surface a ~ d  the surfaces of the source and detector; otherwise, errors incurred 
by the unimpeded flow of photons though air are unacceptably large. The rcquire- 
ment of physical contact with the coal surface and the impracticability of obtaining o 
scnlcd contact render this sensor almost useless for practical dynamical applications. 
Having to contact a surface in relative motion mlikes it subject to damage. Also, 
having H radioactive murce might tend to cause uneasiness on the part of the operci- 
tors. No ~dditisnal work is recommended on this sensor. 
6.1 .2 .2  Radnr Depth Sensor 
A large effort was put into masuring coal depths using both CW -FM and mono - 
cycle radar. The conclusion finally drawn was that, for the accuracy desired, cot11 
;~ttcnuiltc.s electromagnetic waves too much for the waves to have appreciable yenetre- 
tion. l:urtliermore, the difference in the dielectric constants of cod and sllnle is toc) 
small to ailow a large reflection back h m  the interface of the two. Finally, in the  
cnse of nlonocycle, the extraction of the pulse train of known shape from thc echo is 
nltrdc extremely difficult by the presence of noise of the same frequency. No addi - 
tiori:~! work is recommended. 
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6 .1 .2 .3  Acuustic Depth Sensor 
This sensor suffered fmm one of the same problems as  radar: for the accuracy 
desired, coal is for too ~ttenuative to allow penetration to any reaeonable deyt11. In 
tlddition, ultrasonics requires that the transducer be coupled to the surface whoae 
depth is to be measured. This is, as  inlths case.of .the a ~ M c  eearor., a prohibithe 
ttisk. No additional work is recommended. 
6.1.2.4 Optical Distance Sensor 
Hy use of a well-collimated light murce (as from a miner's lamp) illuminating r l  
small area of a surfaLe (e.g., the roof) and focusing lens, it is feasible to measure 
the distance from the lens to the ~urface .  A s  the distance shortens, the illurninnted 
spot moves laterally with respect to the principal axis of the lens. Similarly, the 
image formed by the lens also moves laterally, allowing a calibration between the 
distance to the surface and the amount the image is translated. Therefore, the 
amount of image translation can give the distance to the surface. 
6.2 Face Alignment Systems 
The Angle Cart 
A s  may be concluded from the content of this report, the major emphasis of 
development was toward control of the shearer's drums, sometimes identified as horimn 
control. In terms of classical guidance and control terminology, this abpect of the 
problem is one of pitch control. The remaining control axes are yaw and roll. In 
this program both yaw and roll were grouped together as the "face alignment systenl." 
The basic hardware developed for control in these planes was identifled as the "angle 
cart ," which must be tailored to specific longwall machines. The operating princip!e 
hinges upon using revolvers to measure the angles formed by adjacent longwall pens ; 
accunlulating these measurements in a computer memory; and, knowing the two end 
points, plotting the trajectory of the track. In practice, sldds moved along the 
Eicotrrick, the vertical portion of the pans supporting the rack, which is used in the 
rack and pinion drive of the Eickhoff shearer. Downface distance was measured by 
counting the number of revolutions of the drive gear using a ten-digit absolute 
encoder. The instrument was successfully used in above-ground tests at the Mock 
1,ongwnll Facility at Bruceton, Pennsylvania, displaying an accuracy of 1 in. in 150 ft .  
liall was nleksured using a pendulotis inclinometer made by Moog. Unfortunately, nc 
nlirle could be found in which to perform the tests after the initial test site wus  
negated by modifications made to the longwall shearer system by the mine operator. 
While preliminary testing demonstrated the feasibility of the concept, the 
moct~ine dependency characteristics of the hardware itself is a deterrent to the 
" rdd -onw concept necessRry for underground testing. Additionally, relatively few 
mine operators view face-alignment as signi5crnt a as horizon control in 
longwall operations. Full automation, that i s ,  control in all three planes, will ult im- 
ately necessitate automatic face control for maximum mining in w e  of the 
longwall system. Thus, it appears that incorporation of a face alignment system 
should be considered and integrated into the design of an autometed longwall shearer. 
6 . 2 . 2  O_~_tical Alignment 
- -
'1'0 overcome the problems of machine dependency in face-nlignrnent measuring. 
n second approach was briefly explored, using hardware designed to prove fetisibility 
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but avoiding those components that would reqid.re WHA approval before in-mine 
teeting [ 21 1 . The laboratory model accurately measured face-alignment foib 300 ft . 
The signal was lost when the shearer ~ u n d e d  n bow in the face. Nevertheless, if 
the design improvements as recommended i.n Hei'orence 21  are made, an uccurate 
mansuring instrument, suitable for commercial use, is feasible. 
6.3 Recommendations 
A t  this stage, the horizon control problem is well defined; control algorithms 
hnve been defined ; and sensors capable of measuring coal depth, determining rock 
presence, and measuring distances and angles have been developed, In order to 
bring the system to the point of commercial availability, as well as improve the per. 
formance of the system, the following recommendations are made in the following areas: 
6.3.1 Control -- Algorithms 
While investigation may turn up better schemes, the present ones are adequale 
for stable and efficient control. If investigation continues, it should be at a level 
lower than investigations into other areas. However, computer simulation programs 
for these control schemes should be kept up-to-date for use in determining the effect 
of errors, placement of Eensors, effect of command rate, etc. (See final report by 
Foster Miller Assoc. , Inc. ) 
(i.3.2 Natural Background Sensor 
a) This sensor should be mine-hardened by sealing it and its display from 
moisture and by shock-isolating aome of its more delicate components, e. g. , the 
crystel. Its calibration for a particular mine rhould bs accomplishable at technicitin 
level following an explidt algorithm, i.e. , "cookbook ;" and its field repair should bc 
by means of component replacement by the same type of person. 
bi  All options have not been exhausted in the placement of the NBS. The 
deleterious effect of the measurement of coal depth some distance behind the point of 
cutting has been discuesed, as well as eome ways of minimizing this effect. It has 
been suggestwl YWIt W n g * t b W P S  m the cowl would be a way of decreasing this 
log and its effhcts. f f  on i ig rees  that the equipment could, with adequate pmtec- 
tion, survive on the cowl, the next problems encountered u e  power to the NBS and 
coninlunication from the NBS. 
At the pre~errt time, power can be supplied in one of two ways: by mean8 of 
a battery or by means of power supplied through slip rings. The disadvantage of u 
battery is that it must be repleced when depleted ; the disadvantage of a elip ring io 
the effort and shearer downtime required to install them. Once installed, they we  
still subject to damage. I f ,  for these reasons , it is elected to use a btlttery , the11 
the following is one way in which the NBd could be mounted and used on the cowl. 
It is altogether feasible to attach a busing on the cowl, such a housing being 
large enough to rnccommodate a cryatal of a width and a length somewhut bngcr than 
the present one ; in other words, a cryetal on the order of 2 in. by 1 2  in. T hie 
would be H c etal of 24 in.2. If the counts fmm bare shale are as few us 5 to 10 
countvlseciin 7 , this area wil l  provide a sufficient number of counts for control 
purposes. The crystal with the photomultiplier tube will account for its longeclt 
dimension, which will atill be less than the width of the cowl. Within the blister, 
mount one or more batteries, an NBS processor, and a simple transmitter cwnnected 
to ti primitive antenna flush-mounted on the outsi<ie of the blister. The processor is 
,set so thut if the m e ~ ~ u r e d  coal depth is less than a set lower limit, a single pulse is 
t t*t~r~nn~itteti o  t1 receivcr on the sl-renrsr; and If the memurad coal depth is g r ~ ~ t e r  
t I I J I I I  1111 clppor limit. t t ~ r ! ~ )  two pulno~ rlro trniltl~nlttod, (One rind two puleea wrc! uead 
for illuutrr~tion. The events cvuld equttlly well be distinguished by single pulse trllfns 
of two different frequencies or by a binary code.) The signal then receiveci could 
he used on the display ?or R mn-in-the-loop application, o r  wed to actuate the 
liydraulic valves. This approach naturally assumes that the blister would not inter - 
fcre with flipping over the cowl. 
6 . 3 . 3  Sensitized Pick 
The sensitized pick has been shown to be capable of distinguishing between 
rock tjnd coal correctly 70 to 75 percent of the time. The transmission of the strain 
guge signal by wireless is  conrxidered superior to slip rings in terms of installation. 
'I'lle telemetry system requires that the batteries be replaced once a day, or  there- 
:thouts. I t  i s  recommended that the strain gage signal be processed within the pick 
block by use of a microprocessor and the processed signal then compared with the 
criteria for rock and coal (magnitude of a strain, rate of strain, etc.)  If the 
decision is that rock has been struck, a single pulse is transmitted from the drum 
nntcnn ti to the shearer - mounted receiver and action taken accordingly. If  the 
decision is tht~t  coal has been struck, no signal is  transmitted. Liecause of the power 
required to operate a microprocessor : a strain gage ; and, occasionally, a ressnant 
circuit powered by 8 single pulse, battery life ought to be considerably extended. 
The percent o f  correct ideritification may well be impigoved if the tip of the sensitized 
pick c.xtcnds nhove the height of the stmdard cutting bits mounted on the drum. 
When cutting up to roof rock, contact with the rock by the picks is frequently 
l~ccomptlnied by the generation of sparks; and the appearance of these sparks iu often 
used by the operator as a guide. It i s  believed that the onset of sparking could be 
efficiently detected by n spectrographic means. For example, it appears reasonable 
to mount such a detector on the cl-.qssis m d  have it viewing, f r o m  behind, the 
cutting of the coal at the roof. The reception of electromagnetic energy at a wave 
ler~p;th(s) characteristic of the ionization spectra of the elements involved in the 
generation of R spark (e. g. , calcium, silicon, etc.) would indicate striking the roof. 
Or. it nuly be sufficient to detect sparks whose levels are below those that are 
detecttitle by the human eye. It is  believed that this technique warrants further? 
investigc:';on, because, if successful, it would provide the same information as a 
sensitizea pick. but in u much easier fashion. and would reqli1.e only a detector 
mounted on the shearer. While this ooncept w a  not testea in the la-atory, it 
is felt that o deeper invest ip t ion  *is warranted. 
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tlSE OF THE DISPIAYIPROCESSOR AS A DATA IX)GGER 
Thc DisplayIPlucttssor (DIP) was discussed for usc as  a controller. T l s  DIP 
contains. in an explosion-proof box, a microcassette recorder (Digital C~ssct+a  Drive 
82161A). n 1Iewlitt-Packard 41CV cumputer, and a microproceseor, c?d It cun accept, 
process, wid ~nnlyze t i e  inpL&; sent to it. * 
A t  the request df the MSHA Birmingham office, a test of the DIP as rt datn 
hrq~er was performed at the Jim Walters' No. 5 mine. The test consisted of feeding 
thc output of an MSHA methane senmr, located at the air exhaust of the mine, to 
t hc D IP.  Because the 41CV is  programmable, there are many ways that the sensor 
output can be treated. The mode selected was to sample the methane sensor output 
every SO sec. Upcq receipt of the ~c;rllple. the D IP makes use of the 41CV's n~cnn 
,uld stnndnrd deviation wutine to oontinuously update the sum of the values and the 
sun) of the squares of the val1cs; furthermore, it does a histogram tally of the 
successive values as well as determines the peak value. This is done at 30 sec inter 
vnls, and. at the hour's end, the DIP loads the values - the mean, the standard 
deviation, the values for the histogram, and the peak value - onto the tape recorder. 
and ttwn repeats the same routine for the next ilour. The .tmount of tape required 
to record the hour's data is SO small that many days (approximately 60 days) 01 data1 
can be retarded. After the accumulation of 6 hr or more d hmrly data; the com- 
puter goes into a non-paremtric statistical mutins (munting reverae arrmgeaents) 
to determine at m y  desimd significance level whether there is a trend in the hourly 
meuns. 
In the test b.ling described , the D /P was programmed so that it displ;lve<l 
every 30 sec. on tht oomputer display, the present methane percentrtge level, t l i c  
trend if  six or nwre cor,secutive hours were available, and then consecutively dis 
pliiyed the nleans of t i e  preceding b u r s  of tlle particular day that it is in. This 
disphy i s  fur the operators convenience, and if more information is displayed t h w  
11c desires. some can be dispensed with. If only the present time and present 
niethnne level are displt~yed. a new sample can be handled every 10 sec rtltller tt~ail 
(.LC2??' 31) SCC. 
Arlttlysis of t11e accumulated data. accumulated possibly over days, can Iw 
ctc~wniplished using the D /P in conjunction with the Hewlitt -Packard Thermal Priuter 1 
i'btter 82162A. T i u  con~priter can be programmed to receive the recorded datcl. d:~y 
by day. on playback. and analyze the data snd plot where applicable. The fvllowit~g 
discussion i~ concerned with t lwee days data. 
'l'nblc 1 ,  sl~ows the printout of the data stored on the tape for day 1. 'J'III? 
re::.i.sters, ciesipttted by HI9 through R167. contain the following information: 
* Specific designation by name of devices throughout this report is for the purpose 
of dissemin&tion of information to potential experimenters , and does not cunstit ute 
nn c~ridorsement b y  t he U . S . Cavernmeld. 
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R19 - R20 Trend over 24 hr. R19 was inadvertently omitted and should 
read "DN T " for day 1. 
H 22 Number of hours. 
H24 - R47 Average vallle for each of the 24 hr, e. g. , the mew for the 
6rst hour, first day was 0.50124. etc. 
R48 - R71 Standard deviation for each of the 24 hr. 
R 72 - R 95 Peak value for each of the 24 hr. 
H 96 - R 119 ' . mber of readings greater than 0.4 and less than 0.5 for 
each hour. 
R120 - R143 Number of readings greater than 0.5 and less than 0.6 for 
each hour. 
HI44 - R167 Swnber of readings greater than 0.6 and less than 0.7. 
'rhe information can be taken from the registers and plotted, as shown on 
Table 2. Table 2 shows the printout of the hourly means and peaks : the graphs 
arc cvmputer plots of these values. 
Mention has been made of the trend test. Cther tests may be programmed on 
the computer for a better evaluation of the data: for example, three nonpmmetric 
tests (Mann-Whitney , sign, and permd&ion) were programmed and used to determine 
if any one day could be considered to be statistically the same as another day (in 
terms of the hourly means ; the peaks muld have been used just as well). Using the 
criterion that if two o r  more of the three tests agree on significance, it turns out 
that all three &ye Mibe consideted to be dipterent (at a 5 percent level of signifi- 
cance for mch teat) . It should 't)e emphaafaed that once the programs are in the 
computer, no knowled-& of computer 'programming or statistics is required for the 
user: the user presses user designated keys, as spelled out by the furnished user 
instruction sheet, to obtain all printouts of raw data, plots. and statistical analysis. 
Because of its mine-permissibility , portability, ruggedness, ease cf operation 
requiring only a simple sheet of woookbook" instructions and its relatively low cast, 
it is believed that the DIP will fulfill the requirement for a system that offers much 
more analytical capability than that potentially available in a strip chart system, 
without the attendant cost and complexity of a large, stationary computer complex. 
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TABLE J .  PRINTOUT OF DATA IN REGISTERS FOR DAY 1 
L1ze:  6 * . w w  
RIZ= 64.OOW 
Pl22= l l 9 . W  
S123: 1 1 6 . W  
R1?4= 7 1 . W  
9125. 2 2 . w  
PI%= 19.OUM 
912:: 27.- 
P128= 3.w 
R123= 4 s . m  
RIB- 52.- 
PlJI= 0.- 
PIP= 0.mrc 
11133. 8.- 
PIN= 0 . w  
R 1 S =  e.wW 
PIS- @.OW6 
tlV= 6 . M  
@ I S =  @.wall 
PI&- 3.imbe 
PI*= u.MW 
alri= a . w  
Rid* 0.WM 
P143= 5.WNM 
RIM= 6.00W 
P14S: 8.- 
Rl&= 0.- 
RIG= e . o m  
R1W @.moo 
(1149. 8.- 
P I S =  4.161(6 
D151= $.WJM 
fils= 8.- 
PlS3: 6.- 
P!W= @.ma6 
91'55. 8 . W  
9156 @.MOM 
R157. r).Mw 
PI%= b.w.6 
$IS* O . o o w l  
Pl4e= @.ewe 
Plil: 6,- 
0162: 0 . W  
m3= e . m  
U64= 6 . W  
P165: @.M 
@It&= 6,- 
Rl6i= b.bu* 
PLOT' t / S  
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TAB]& 2. PRINTOUT AND PILIT OF FOR EACH DAY 
X-HOURS, Y-PERCENT METHANE (1% F'U?d S W )  
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TABLE 2. (Concluded) 
PLC' tji w:C 
X' cUI(lTS= ; r + 
Y (UNITS= I . ;  7 
0.89 1.PB 
6-64 
I- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  I 
1.8; * 
2.6: I 
3.0: I 
..d; I 
5.3: 4 
i. 0 I 
7.6, b 
8.U: t 
9.8: 1 
18.6; r 
' 1 . ~ :  s 
12.6: I 
13.3! I 
14.d: (I 
15.8; I 
I 6 . t :  I 
17.0: * 
I8.B: b 
18.8: 
28. d .  
21.P' 
22.6 i t 
25.9; , 
24.9: t 
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